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THE LANDING OF PILGRIM WILLIAM

REAL ESTATE TRUST CO.

BRYAN

NOT IN SUCH BAD FIX

WILL HAVE

AT

TO STEP IN

AS WAS FIRST STATED

Cuban Government Appears
to Make Slow Progress In
Putting Dowa Rebellion.

Dead President Confined His SDecuIa- tions to Real Estate Entirely and No
Other Bank Is Anywise Involved.

NEW
Taken From Ship to Shore In
Yacht and Will Spend
the Night

GETS BUT UTTLE RESULT
FOR HALF MILLION

US

WITH

SPENT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

WON'T LOSE

IRE

THAN

$4,009

NOW

t Is Claimed That Money Enough Has Been Subscribed- For
Bank to Open Its Doors Again In Next
Forty-EigHours.

This Country Should Not Stand
Much Foolishness From People
We Freed at Such Cost.

ht

n

n

GOVERNMENT MAKING
HEADWAY IN SUPPRESSION
Havana. Aug. 29. The insurgents
have removed the rails from parts of
the Cuban Central railroad in the
southern part of the province of Santa
Clara. Seventeen men belonging to
one company of the Rural Guards, who
were alleged to have planned desertion to the insurgents, have been arrested and placed in Jail. The cost of
of attempting to suppress
the
the Insurrection up to present has
been over a half million dollars.
Congressman Takes a Hand.
Congressman Campos Maquetties is
reported to have entered Cabannas, on
the north coast of the province of
Pina del Rio, with a large band of in
surgents.
THE PEPPERRELL

FAMILY HAS REUNION
Kittery Point, Col., Aug. 29. The
association, which was
Pepperrell
formed by the seven descendants of
Col. William Pepperrell, in is&,
holding its tenth annual reunion at
the Baptist church here today. Of the
original founders of the association
only three are living and present at
today s reunion, O. L. Frisbee, J. fc.The
Frisbee and Joseph Langston.
four who died were Addison F. Lawny
John C. Call. Solon Frisbee and Dr.
An interesting
M.
L. Wentworth.
program has been arranged for the re
union, including an address of wel
come by the president, the Hon. E. P
Wheeler, addresses by several other
members of the association, music and
recitations. Among those present are
the Rev. S. K. Perkins of York, the
Hon. Augustus F. Moulton of Port
land. Prof. Ivory F. Frisbee of Bos
ton, Miss Irene Wentworth of Kittery
and many others.

NIXON

OFJTATEN

ISLAND

New York. Aug. 29. The North
German Lloyd
steanwr
Princes
Irene, with William Jennings Bryan
and Mrs. Bryan on board. Is due here
today, but notwithstanding the fact
that hundreds and thousands of his
political adherents are eagerly awaiting his arrival In this city, Mr. Bryan
will not go ashore upon the arrival of
the steamer. He and Mrs. Bryan will
leave the steamer at the quarantine
and go aboard the steam yacht of Edward Field Goltra of St. Louis, a college classmate of Mr. Bryan, whose
whose wife wag a schoolmate of Mrs.
Goltra. The yacht will at once start
on a cruise about the Sound, and not
until tomorrow afternoon ,at 4 o'clock,
will Mr. Bryan land at the Battery,
to be received by the reception committee, and escorted In carriages to
the Vrctorla Hotel. The big reception In his honor will take place at
Madison Square Garden In the even-

Philadelphia, Pa.. Aug. 29. So great acquaint themselves with the condl- was the confidence in Frank K.
of the company and the transac
pie, late president of the Real Estate tions of President
"They
Hippie.
Trust company, which yesterday was knew nothing more than we hau
torced to tne wall because of secret heard," declared Alichener, "and they
business transactions on the part of were not even familiar with the seHippie, that his institution was vir- curities In their possession."
tually tue bank of the Presbyterian
Bank Will Upen Shortly.
church. As treasurer of the trustees It Is stated that sufficient funds have
of the general assembly Hippie had been pledged to enable the Real
control or over n.uoo.ooo, and as the Estate company, to
its doors
treasurer of the permanent committee within forty-eigh- t
hours. As a preon Home Missions and Sustenation in liminary to this, the court will be
the bynod of Pennsylvania and the petitioned to dismiss the temporary
Presbyterian hospital or this cltv. receivership.
other large amouts were at his com
Depositors Gather in Crowds.
mand.
A crowd of depositors gathered early
Coroner of Precinct Read nrlrntta
that Hippie may have committed sui- at the corner of Broaoway and Chest
cide. Financiers
says Hippie lost nut streets and surrounded the hand
the discontinued
heavily In Consolidated Lake Superior some skyscraper
company stock, several years ago. concern is located in. A squad of
However, real estate
investments policemen surrounded the office and
seem to have engaged his attention kept the people back. T here was no
and money almost exclusively. This attempt at a demonstration.
is borne out tnrough his connections
Church But Little Hurt.
wun Adolph Segal and the latter'a en
Inquiry today among prominent au
terprises
thorities of the Presbyterian church
Today the name of Segal Is on the as to tne amount of church money in- lips of everybody in Pniladelnhla. His volved in tile failure shows that the
rise from a toiler over the soap caul- sum will not exceed $4,000. 1 he trusdron In a ten by twelve cellar in west tee money, amounting to $963,869, .s
rniiaueiptna, les8 than twenty years Invested in mortgage bonds and other
ago, to the handler of millions of dol- securities, and these are all Intact.
lars, has been exceedingly rniprturn.
Receiver Thinks View Hopeful.
lar.
At the conclusion of a protracted
It is the expressed oninion nf fh conference with the directors or the
bankers that the failure" does not in- embarrassed Real Estate Trust comvolve any other banking house in the pany. Receiver Earl said that in his
city. According to John M. Mlchener. estimation the receivership will be
president of the Clearing House asso only temporary, and that the bank will
ciation, that body stood ready to ad be able to resume business at an early
vance an tne money required by the day. "While I have not had an op
Trust company, provided proper se- portunity to examine the books, I
curity was offered. The directors of have every reason to believe that ail
the Trust company are heavily crlt- - the trust funds are intact," said Earl.
icizbu uy memners or tne Clearing This hopeful view is shared by flnan
House association for their fanure to clal Intery.ts generally.
Hip-itlo-

fii

Fun Will Begin Tomorrow and
Will Reach Its Greatest Height
Tomorrow Night.

-

New York, Aug. 29. Major Castel
lanos arrived In this city yesterday
from the insurgent camp in Cuba,
bearing messages from Colonel Pino
Guerra, the relel leader in Plna del
Rio province. Among the dispatches
which he carried was an address to
the American people. It says that the
purpose of the insurrection is to in
vite intervention by the United States
for a new election for president.

HIS

relation we bear to the nation and the
particular states of which we are c!t STRIKE BREAKERS NOW LIBERAL PAPERS MUCH
izens, but underlying that must always
be the question, how stands the iudi
vidual, everywhere, ttcoughout the
PLEASED WITH
world, in his relation to) the social or
political organization in which he finds
himself? Undeniably, he gives up
ing.
much. He gives up the riglu to be a
Thousands of prominent democrats
law unto himself; to make war upon
are here from all parts of the United
mankind, to hold by force and not by
States to attend the reception tomorcontract or convention; in other words
row night and do honor to the return
he surrenders the simplicity of barbar- - Trains Afft Slinnlied With Am: They Fear Ministry Will Not ing traveler.
Many of the leading
lam frr tha muti nllno tfrt arttfiphll lilen
democratic clubs of this city have
Situof civilization. And what does he get
Be Able to Master
munition. Medical Supplies
thrown open their club rooms to the
in return? Does he get all that me
visiting democrats and the New York
contemplates?
agreement
In
of
Publication.
spirit
the
ation
and Surgical Attendance.
Democratic Club is keeping open
Probably he does not. The unsatisfied
house and has arranged for a recepeager
bet
aspirations, the
desire for
tion In honor of the visitors this evenpressure,
ter conditions, the constant
ing. It is a significant fact that dur
RUSSIAN CONTRACTOR
UNION MADE
CARMEN'S
upward and outward, shows that, reas.
ing the campaign of 1896 the same
evSHOOTS HIS CONSUL club closed .its doors against Mr.
onably or unreasonably, there is
A REPLY TO CALHOUN
erywhere a profound feeling that since
Bryan and refused to aid htm In his
so much has been given something
campaign.
29.
Aug.
Liberal
St. Petersburg,
New York, Aug. 23. Another special
more ought to have been received.
Vessel Coming Along Nicely.
Tlis feeling is at the bottom of nearly train, loaded with strike breakers, was papers welcome the
Word was received at the office ot
started for San Francisco last night, statement made yesterday in behalf the steamship company that the
all proposed acts or constructive
a2 lt James far ley, who hag been em- of the government that the cabinet steamer Prlnzesa Irene, on which
Tha we' acu fsr
than we should be without the author- ployed to put kn end to the big street Intends- to' continue In past reform William J. Bryan Is a passenger, had
Tnree Parley trains But the papers plainly manifest their passed Nantucket Light at 1:4U. this
ity and 'protection of institutional gov- railroad strike.
ernment, all must admit, but that is are now crossing the continent. An distrust as to whether the ministry morning. The steamer signalled that
not the question certainly not the en-ti- other train will leave Jersey City to- will be able to master the situation all was well on board. She will probquestion. Are we as well off us night, and still another may leave to- by a publication providing for the dls ably dock at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
we ought to be? The "shrinkage" iu morrow night. Farley's excursions are trlbutlon of land to peasants.
Arrived on Time.
ammunition, med
the Individual life has been something, being equipped with
The
Irene arrived at quarFrlnzess
RUSSIAN CONSUL 8HOT IN
3 p. m.
but the larger liberty of man, the lib- ical supplies, and surgical attendance.
at
antine
station
"Conditions in Kan Francisco are
STOMACH BY CONTRACTOR
erty that can silently rest, waking or very
Get
Nebraskans
First Hold.
said.
Farley
"I tear
Tien Tsln, Aug. 29. The Russian
sleeping, under the shield of estab- - .I.- -. 1.serious."
, .a n..l.
.
There wll be no clash between the
...Ill .. ....
nt
In
was
M.
Laptew,
here,
a
shot
lished government, is compensation
Nebraska delegation and the official
Yhes.rm r consul
r
stomach today by a Kusslan con- reception committee when William J.
thousandfold
once, hundreds the
be
at
service
resumed
Levlnsky
contractor
named
cession
Legislation is not only the adoption of merchants will fail."
Bryan arrives at quarantine this afterwho fired four times and hit the con noon on the North - German
Lloyd
of positive rules of conduct; It is, if I
at
shooting
once.
occurred
The
sul
may so express It, experimentation. NEGOTIATIONS MUST BE WITH
steamship Prinzess Hrene. It was inwas
Levlnsky
consulate.
Russian
the
yesterday to ask Mr.
It is feeling the way, exploring paths
THE UNION AND NOT MEN arrested. His victim Is in a danger formally decided
Bryan to step directly from the Printhat may or may not lead to the right
Aug. 29. The Car ous condition.
Francisco.
San
"- zess Irene to a special tug bearing his
Bua.. .1 .o icuam ...ai ...a",
Men-UDion
last night lsSlied &
enacted many unnecessary ones
Nebraska friends and spend an hour
replying to Presl- - OSAWATOMIE ANNIVERSARY
High- are
statement
with them. Then he will be conveyed
and many foolish ones. but. on the
to return to
Invitation
Caihoun's
TODAY,
HELD
CELEBRATION
whole, do we not move along toward work. The answer Is a firm refusal
to Mr. Goltra's yacht, where, in comOsawatomle, Kan., Aug. 29. 'ihe pany with Norman E. Mack, Buffalo,
better things? Undoubtedly we have and ro'Jfylng the company that In
celebration of the bat Lewis Nixon and two or three other
too much legislation, but Is not our case of further negotiations it must
was begun here democrats of promlneirce, he will
system, even with the danger of over- - deal with the union and not with the tle of Osawatomle
e
home of John spend the night in rest.
legislation, a wise and good one In Its men as individuals. President Cal- today, in the
Brown. It was here that the advocates
great essential features! 'I believe houn saH last night: "Vre will oper- of
Program Was Changed.
attolttton made their first stand
New ork, Aug. 29, 2:30 p. m. Mr.
that, In a way, which is larger than we
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 29. The an- mary of the Important legislation o can grasp In its entirety, we are car- ate the cars, but I can not say when." against slavery.
wns taken from the steamship
Charles F. Scott of Iola, will deliver Bryan
nual outing of the American liar as- the past year both in the national con- rying out the increasing purpose,' CLOTHIER WINS NATIONAL
Prinzess Irene at quarantine station
princlpla
Vice
President
address.
the
sociation which opened here this af- gress and in the state legislature. It which
'
runs
Tennyson
declares,
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP. Charles W. Fairbanks will speak to by the yacht llllnie and landed at
ternoon for a three days' session, dealt at length with the congressional through the ages.'
Newport, H. I., Aug. 1!9. (William J. morrow.
Staten Island. He went to the home
promises to be one of the best attend- enactments on the subject of railway
of IxmiIs Nixon, where It Is expected
"it has often been pointed out that Clothier of Philadelphia, today won
ed and most interesting meetings of rates and pure food, as well as the we are leaving the simple manners the national tennis championship, de- LUMBER
he will spend the night.
VESSEL GOES
that distinguished national organiza- trust legislation of the national gov- and methods of our fathers, and that feating Beal C. Wright or Boston, the
GROVE "RAIDING DEPUTIES" MUST
ASHORE
PACIFIC
AT
tion ever held. Among those who have ernment. He said:
present hinder, in straight sets,
Is the great and danPacific Grove, Cal., Aug. 29. The
STAND THE EXAMINATION.
come to this city to attend the meetsteamer Celia, with a cargo of 160,000 Asheville.
"Historical Jurisprudence, the birth, gerous evil of the times. I think this
N. C. Aug. 29. Here as
ing are many distinguished members
and
exaggerated
somewhat
been
has
was
on
lumber,
of
feet
wrecked
the well as In Statesville,
Salisbury. CharPRESS ASSOCIATION MEETS
of the bench and bar from all parts growth and development of law in its
11
near
o'clock
here t
last lotte and Winston, civil service exON CON'l .NENTAL DIVIDE coast
of the United States. The sessions of highest sense, Is a study we ought to
on
pag
(Continued
four.)
were bhvou wilu aminations are held today for clerks
Denver,
Kdward ulollu AU va o"4
Colo., Aug. 2y
the association promises to be unusu- pursue far more assiduously than we
1
Keating, president of thl innvor the 'exception of eight persons, who and deputies, storekeepers,
gaugers,
ally interesting
and it is expected do. Self government, the recognltou
ta
huh uustsing.
as elected president of we iu & uuui, wuicu
and division deputy collectors in the
that important results will spring OI mutual rights and mutual ohliga-froleague of Press
Internal revenue service. This is the
it. One of the most important tions, is perhaps the highest achieve- - SEABOARD SHOW PLAC
he convention at Cor DESPERATE FIGHT WITHIN
He traced the de
first time in the history of the civil
features will be the discussion of theiment or tne race.
PRISON WALLS IN GEORGIA service commission that "raiding depona, on tne crest of the Continental
report of the Committee on Insurance velopment of government from the
divide.
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 29. In
desper uties'" must get their appointment
Law, which will be submitted by primitive form through all the various
ES BEG FOR SHIP
ate fight within the walls of the under civil service rules. The presiRalph W. Hreckenridge of Omaha, the stages to the highest and most comUnited States prison here, yesterday dent reached his decision in this replicated form demanded by modem
chairman of the committee.
LIEUTENANT afternoon, Edward Richmond, serving spect at the time of the recent change
The report, which is quite lengthy, civilization, and quoting from Maetera ten ytars' sentence for train rob in collectors for the western district
linck's "Life of the Dee" that "in promakes the following recommendaWashington, D. C, Aug. 29. The
bery, committed in Indian Territory of North Carolina, and, it is stated
tions: That the Insurance Committee portion as society organizes itself and navy department Is receiving numerwas shot and instantly
killed by that if the plan proves successful, the
be directed to draft and report to the rises in the scale, so does a shrinkage ous requests from places along the
NOT FOUND YET
i
Guard Frey.
civil service rules will be applied to
next annual meeting of tho associa- enter tho private life of each one of sea coast for the detail of one or more
all other Internal revenue districts.
tion a bill that shall safeguard the its members." "Any government," ships of war to take part in local eel- "however Imperfect, Is better
interests of the life insurance com- said he.
requests
of
ebrations.
Some
these
Bishop Spellmeyer Sails for India.
DE
STATE
SENATORS
panies and their policy holders, but than no government, which Is an- come from seaside resorts where the
Washington, 1). C Aug. 29. The
New York, Aug. 2. Bishop Henry
archy.
If
governvie
too
have
on
much
require
dividends
shall
deferred
navy forma obviously an attraction to war department has heard nothing
Spellmeyer sailed from here today for
apport ment, as many of us believe. Is it pos- - visitors, and iu some Instances
life policies to be
the further concerning Ueutenant John S.
where he will preside at a
me
man
present
Muie
in
oi
nil
state
tne
ioned, credited and certified to
BATE IN NEW JERSEY India,
request has no other reason fur being Hamilton of the 124th Infantry, since
Methodist Episcopal conference to be
to
enough
(
)
wisdom
have
The
Just
restraint
policies.
holders of such
than that the navy is to be used bis disappearance, some weeks ago,
held iu the fall. Bishop Spellmeyer,
reciprocal or and just enough personal freedom? made
repeal of the
ry
from Fort Jay, New York, where he
in this connection.
who was formerly pastor of the
An
excess
reno
of
one
means
the
doubt
(3.)
The
retaliatory tax laws.
Secretary lionaparts sees all of was stationed. Fears are entertained
Episcopal church.
Methodist
a
diminution
of
(4.)
other,
the
but
what
peal of the valued policy laws.
Morrlstown, N. J., Aug. 29. The In Newark, N. J., Is one of the new
mends tliat ho is mentally afthese reuuests. and most of them have by
The creation in each state of the of- human Intelligence can fix a perfecr to bo unfavorably
upon, for the fected and that some harm has come first of the two Joint debates arranged bishops of the Methodist Episcopal
equilibrium?
inIn
Is
literaThere
the
fice of fire marshal. (5.) Stricter
reason that there st i no ships on the 'to him. His brother, formerly a lieu- - between Senator Thomas J. Hlllery
and is considered an excepcorporation laws in the several states ture of the subject much unintelligible Atlantic fleet wli a can be spared tenant in the army, Is now a patient of Morris county and Senator Kverett church,
tionally
able man.
capdeclamation
which does not tend to for this purpose. This year the navy at the government hospital for the Colby of Essex county, will be hold
with particular reference to the
enlighten
searchers after truth. The has been exceptionally busy In a prac- insane here, where he was sent fol- here this evening. The second will
ital Btock and stockholders' obligaIti.) subject is too large for the grasp of
tions In Insurance companies.
CAPTURED
way, and the program for man- lowing u series of wild escapades in be held tomorrow evening at I loon FORGER
average
mind; the points of view tical
The enactment of a federal statute the
been unbroken by any- the Philippines. The two ottlcers were ton, the home town of the .Morris
euvers
has
forbidding the use of mails to persons. are so numerous and so variant that thing which resembles the excursions 'twin brothers and obtained commis- county senator.
AFTERLEAVING TOWN
or cor- the most laborious Inquiry leads to no
associations,
The debate grew out of some refrivolity of other years. It Is the sions in the army aUmt the same
porations conducting any kind of in- acceptable and final conclusion. The ami
"New
a
gave
promise
were
being
at
of
marks
that
made
They
time.
present
administration
poilcy
the
surance business in the United States dilletante thinker Is always ready with to keepof the
naval service keyed up bright and capable officers and of hav-in- a Idea" meeting which Senator Hlllery ARRESTED ON NO. 1 AT ISLETA.
who are not licensed to transact such a knowledge that puts an end to ra- to
most creditable careers. IJeuten-an- t considered a reflection upon himself.
efficiency,
a sort of
a standard of
WANTED IN TRINIDAD,
business by the states where such tional discussion. Where Austin and perpetual
I., i'.. .lamilton, brother of Lieu- - He wrote a letter to the Kssex senpreparedness
for
action.
COLORADO.
person, associations,
Bout ham could only grope the village This has been accomplished by a pre- tenant J. S. Hamilton, resigned by re ator. In which he challenged him to
or corporations are domiciled, or un paper and the magazine contributor arranged schedule of work which in- quest btiore 11 was mil) kuowu in an open uenate, saying no urn u
A young man, with several aliases,
der whose laws such corporations are exhaust the subject in a single urticle. cludes
to what extent he hadjonly in defense of his reputation as going under the name of Goodman, In
the kind of activity in which
(7.)
created.
The enactment of a The most complicated system of gov- - the navy would be called upon to take misbehaved himself, or that he was! a legislator, of which he was
Trinidad, where he Is wanted for forleucrai statute providing for the
in the world is our American part in ine event of
affected. The absence of the 'ally jealous, but also In behalf of the gery, was arrested at Isleta, last night,
einnieut
hostilities.
of inter-stat- e
transactions In system, but it is. in my opinion, the All of the exercises require reports other brother has created much sym- - people of Morris county, who had
and returned here, where he now lanInsurance.
most nearly perfect. Hut yet we can from the officers who conduct them,
for tho family of the two young (turned him several times to the state guishes in jail, awaiting Instructions
The first session was called to order not escape the persistent Inquiry
of improve- men. The military authorities do not legislature, with Increased majorities, from the Trinidad authorities. Goodby George K. Peck, Chicago, president does lr pay? What do we give p. together with
i
In construction and equipment expect to hear again of Lieutenant and w ho were entitled to an account man has been here several days, but
ments
got "wise"' to the fact that the officers
of the association.
In the report of and what do we get in return? Let which will remedy defects end add to Hamilton, unless he is overtaken of his political stewardship. The
the committee on the cole of profes- the inquiry be enlarge,! so as to cov- the availability of the navy
Ho will then be tried for lenge was accepted by Seuator Colby, were after him, and left on No. 1, last
for oc- sional ethics a stinging rebuke is er, not simply our relations to our Hon In time of war. It is for this absence without leave. II no does not anu alter somo corresponuenco mo night.
A special officer saw him board the
metel out to shyster lawyers.
own governments, state uud national, reason that the
of the navy appear of bis own accord within three two debates were arranged. It U
In bis opening address. President but to government i'se.'f,
train and telegraphed to the officers
things and, months be will be dropped from the pectej that the friends of both
clos- - to serious
an in
Pueck, whose remark:; were received stitution of eh i.ia' ion. We are, of
at the ators will attend the meeting in full at Isleta. who arrested him when the
with disaiiproval any suggest- - army r. sister as a des-rtewith generous applause, gave a sum- - coure. primarily ot.rerte.t with the ton which is not hke work.
train arrived there.
force.
ii.l of that peiiod.
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HAS ASSEMBLED IN ST. PAUL

ECONOMY TEST RACE
FOR AUTOMOBILES
New York, Aug. 29. The economy

President George

test for automobiles, under the au
spices of the New Kork Motor Club,

which began here today with a run
from here to Albany, is attracting
great deal of attention and its re
suits will be watched with great in
terest by automobllists in all parts of
the country. Under the rules tne ae
cision this year is to be on the basis
of the pound mile results, and this
gives cars of all classes an even
chance. About forty cars Btarted on
the tour today, representing every
Ab
prominent make of machines.
servers are carried on every machine
and every car will be constantly under
observation from the time of the start
until the run is completed. Tomorrow
the course will be from Albany
SDrlncfield. and on Friday the ma
chines will return to New York.

R. Peck Delivers

ly Applauded Address to Leading
Lawyers of Country.

one-tim-

6--

i

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF M. E.
CHURCH. SOUTH. IN MISSOUR
Annual
Carrollton Mo.. Aug. 29.

m

conference of ihe Methodist Episcopal
church, South, is being held here to
day.
Bishop J. S. Key of Sherman
Texas, who U 18 years old. presided
Anion;; the topics of general interest
that may be discussed is the report
of the committee on federation.

San-cha-

- iE

1

MISSING

CAPTURE ANOTHER BANDIT
IN THE PHILIPPINES.
Manila, I. I., Aug. 2!). Word has
been receivtd that the native volunteers bad captured Arnogines
chief of the Pulijanes, near Hay-halast oeturday.
The escape of
the bandits from IJpyte has been cut
is greatly imIf. The situation
proved.
.,

Cen-tenna-

COAL

AND COKE
HIBIT

EX-

FOR THE

FAIR

FRANK THOMAS SAYS RATON
COMING AND MAY BRING
BALL TEAM.

IS

Manager McCanua, of the territorial fair asoseiation. received a visit today from Frank Thomas, of the St.
Ixmis, Hocky Mountain & Pacific Coal
&. Coke company.
The purpose of Mr.
Thomas' visit was to secure space in
Floral hall for an exhibit of coal and
coke from bis company's plants in
Colfax county fur the territorial fair.
"We have a big Institution up
there." said Mr. Thomas, "and we are
turning out some tine products, some
of which we will show at the fair if
the proper arrangements can be made
as to pace. Haton will send a large
delegation to the fair and a ball team,
.
too, maybe.
have been having
some pretty
baseball up our way
"
of late
l

,

. -

--

natur-mental-

sen-vie-

ly

ALBUQUERQUE
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TQE EVENING CITIZEN
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Tke Citizen Publishing Company
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I.r Vegas

were not notified until some
when the father, Santiago Padilla, railed at the jail flt IAs
Vegas and told Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena of the terrible crime. The
deputy sheriff accompanied by Zacft-rtaImmediately went in
Valries
search of the young sheep herder and
finally found him a the home ot his
grandmother, at Cononelto, eighteen
miles from the scene of the crime,
eating an early breakfast preparatory
to having the country. The officers
placed hini under arrest and brought
him to I.as Vegas and placed htm In
the county Jail. The boy would not
talk of his awful deed to his captors.
Accused is Nineteen Years Old.
Claudia Aragon, who Is accused of
the murder is a son of Pedro Aragon
of Komeroviiie, four miles south of
Ias Vegas, and Is well known In that
town, rie is only nineteen years old
and never before has been guilty of
any crime so far as known. The fath
er visited his son at the Jail yesterday
but would say nothing alout the case.
He did not seem to exhibit any grief
whatever.
The body of the murdered boy was
a gruesome sight. It was covered
with bruises and had been beaten tin
til It was almost unrecognizable. The
neck was broken and there was a
gaping bullet wound In the right
breast.
Aragon will be given n preliminary
hearing on August 31 before Justice of
the Peace Zaoarlas Valdez of precinct
No. 7 In Las Vegas.

AT

TO OPEN

MONDAY OPENED

With Exception of a Few Not
Yet Supplied With

Teachers.
LIST

OF OPENING SCHOOLS

With Districts and Different Teachers Barelas Schools
Open Tuesday.
Next Monday almost every school
In be district of Bernalillo county
will open for the fall terra with the
possible exception of two or three that
will not start the fall term before October. Four districts as yet have not
been supplied with teachers and it Is
not known just when they will open
as a consequence of this lack of teaching material. Superintendent Stroup
1a uncertain whether he can secure
teachers for these districts, which are
located in the mountains, or not.
The schools of the Immediate districts that are to open Monday are
as follows:
District 13, Old Albuquerque, with
Alissess Lydia McCready, Dolores Armljo and Ona Shupp as teachers.
Duranes Miss Anna Allen and
Miss Blanche Perkins.
' .North Hignlands Mrs. O'Connor
Roberts.
Ranches de Atrlsco Miss Grace
Mordy.
Orlegos Miss Mary Halght.
District 8, Grlegos Miss Dorothy
Hoffman.
Alameda Thomas Gonzales.
The Barelas schools will open Tuesday with Mrs. Sleight, Miss Pierce
and Misg Sleight In charge of the San
Joee school and Miss Adele Goss, Miss
Maria Esplnosa and Miss Clara
Thompson In Barelas proper.

PRESSED

BRICK AND
CEMENT

FACTORY

IS ASSURED

FOR EL PASO,
SAYS RUMORS AFLOAT
DOWN THERE.

SO

An immense pressed brick and cement factory, to cost between $2,000,-00- 0
and 14,000,000, to be built within
three miles of the city of El Paso, Is
a rumor that is afloat, among some of
the real estate men of the city, says
the El Paso News. It Is said that It
will be one of the largest establishments ever erected In this section,
and that this vicinity is considered an
excellent opening for such a plant.
It is asserted by a real estate man
of the city, who is on the inside of the
sciieme, that the brick and cement
plant will be located a little distance
above the smelter.
This wise man
also states that an eastern capitalist.
who has several such plants In the
United Stales, is back of the scheme
and he has declared himself as ready
to see the plan through.
So far no names will be disclosed.
but it is given out on supposedly good
authority that the plan will materialize within thirty days and before that
length of time has elapsed the people
of El Paso will be duly informed wno
the promoter Is, Just what the platn
will be and where it will be located.

AWFUL TRAGEDY
SAN

IN

MIGUEL

COUNTY

A YOUNG SHEEP HERDER
TO DEATH A
BOY.

BEAT

One of the most revolting murders
ban Miguel county for years occurred mar
TreiueiiHna Tuesday
when C'lauUlo Aragon, a sheep herder,
is said to have beat Apolinarlo, the
son of Santiago Padilla,
to death with stones and cluls and
arterwards
shot him through the
breast as he lay on the ground.
Asked for Fosiveness. ,
The young lad was assisting Aragon
with his flock about two mils from
Tremeutlna, it is said, when the brutal
crime was committed. No cause for
he deed is known. The mother of
the boy came out to sej her sun shortly after he was killed and not observing him, asked Aragon where he was
and the latter told ner he lay over
i her? dead, pointing to his body. The
grief stricken woman rushed to the
side of the bleeding tody and frantically demanded the name of his niur
deier. Aragon, according to reports,
then got down on bis knees before the
woman and confessed that be had kill'
ed him and asked the mothers
She would not do this but
continued to caress the lifeless clay,
and the murderer immediately fled.
For some reason the authorities in
in

nine-year-ol-
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1 HIGHLAND PHARMACY
2
205 East Railroad Ave.
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ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. $too,ooo

Kiiiaanes

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU V,'ANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, pnone
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and aa high as
WANTED A 1'oy for general store $200.
Loans are quickly made and
work. The Maze.
strictly private. Time: One month
WANTED A first class dining room to one year given. Goods remain in
girl. Call at once at the Columbus your possession. Our rates are reasonhotel.
able. Call and see us before borrowWANTED A good woman cook to ing.
Good
day.
cook only one meal a
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
cook. Steamship tickets to and from all
wages. Must be first-claparts of the world.
German or Swede preferred. Ad
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
dress O. K. N. Citizen office,
315 West Railroad Ave.
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
PRIVATE OFFICES.
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
Open Evenings.
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED To buy laly's ticket to PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
California, not latr than Saturday.
Must be cheap. Address J. H. C.
LAWYERS.
Citizen office.
WANTED A good nurse girl, one
Ira M. Bond.
who will assist with second work.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 P street
Apply Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Road.
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
WANTED At The Economist, young letter patents, trade marks, claims.
lady as apprentice in our millinery
R. W. D. Bryan.
department. Apply between 9 and
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
12 a. m.
que,
N. M. Office, First National
WANTED Au experieueea grocery- man to solicit orders on delivery Bank building.
E. W. Dobson. '
wagon. Must not be afraid of hard
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office. Cromwork. Young man preferred. Address May Bros., Las Cruces, N. M. well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Male help. Salesman to
DENTISTS.
call on offices, banks, hotels and staDR. J. E. KRAFT,
tioners to sell patented desk pad.
Dental Surgeon.
Everybody buys at sight. Excellent
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
side line; $30 per week easily made.
Charles H. Dougherty, 146 Hart the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Ave., Ocean Park, Calif,
man, who mail.
WANTED A middle-ageEdmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
understands
the work, to take
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
charge of lawn and grounds at a
sanltorlum. Good wages end board hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12: uv p. m.; 1:30
p.
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Apto right party. German preferred.
Call at The Citizen office for partic- pointments made by mall.
ulars.
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,
to"
WANTED Representatives
look
Dentist.
after renewals of subscriptions for Office on Railroad
avenue, over
the American Magazine. Experience
'Phone, Auto 203.
not essential; no capital needed;
good opportunity to build up a perPHYSICIANS.
manent business. Address J. N.
R. L. HUST.
DR.
Trainer, 14 Fifth Ave., New York,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
New York.
Tuberculosis
treated with
FOR RENT.
Electrical
Current and
FOR REN x Kitchen, dining room, Germicide. Treatments given each
bedroom and pantry at tho Minne day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
apolis House.
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
FOR RENT Elegaut furnished rooms
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417 Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
West Silver avenue.
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
FOR RENT Five room brick house
on Tijera3 road. Apply to Mrs A. coast lines. Office, 313V& West Railroad avenue.
Coleman, 422 West Tijeras.
9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
FOR RENT Two pleasant furnished p. Hours:
m.
rooms for housekeeping. Mrs. H. E.
Rutherford, 617 South Broadway.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR RENT Pleasant front'fooms for Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
housekeeping.
reasonable
Rent
A. BORDERS.
Close in. Corner of Sixth street and Commercial Club Building. Black
Railroad avenue.
and White Hearse, $5.
new3-rooARCHITECTS.
house at 814 South Arno st
Payment $12 per month. Address
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllng-ford- .
Highlands, Citizen oEce.
Rooms
Barnett building,
FOR RENT A
house; bath Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
electric light and other modern conCIVIL ENGINEER.
veniences. 624 West Tijeras avenue.
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
In city; fixtures
and everything
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ready for business. Apply to Consolidated Liquor Co.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
at the Mlneapolis house, with or Gold avenue.
without housekeeping, $1 per week
VETERINARIAN.
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
Dr.
F. L. Schneider.
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
Office, 424 North Second street
flats, one to five rooms. Very nicely furnished, pianos, etc., to suit Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
tenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.
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ADJOURNED SESSION Full Set of Teeth
AT SANTA FE YESTERDAY.
Gold Crowns
$6
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
The territorial supreme court con- Painless Extracting
50c
vened In 'adjourned session
at 10
o'clock yesterday
morning in its ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARchambers at the capltol building, SanANTEED.
ta Fe. There were present:
Chief
Justice William J. Mills, Associate
Justice John R. McFle, Associate Justice Frank W. Parker, Associate Justice Edward A. Mann and Associate
Justice lira A. Abbott. Jose D. Sena,
clerk of the court, was at his post;
B. F. COPP.
David
J. Leahy, assistant United
States attorney, was In attendance. ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
The territory of New Mexico was represented by Attorney General William
C. Reid.
The following business was tran
sacted:
No. 1140, Territory of New Mexico
vs. J. H. Russell, appellant.
Motion
for rehearing overruled.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
No. 1109, Mogolion Gold & Copper
company, plaintiff in error, vs. J. W.
National League.
Stout, defendant In error. Continued.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
No. 1152, Stern-Hogemanufactur
5 9 1
ing company, appelle, vs. The Aztec Pittsburg
Philadelphia
3 12 3
Gold Mining & Milling company. Con
Batteries: Wills and Gibson: Lush
tinued.
No. 1146, Territory of New Mexico and Dooln.
Second Game
R. H. E.
vs. Albuquerque Land & Irrigation
o 4 0
Pittsburg
company, appellant. Continued.
8 0
.....2
No. 1165, Eduardo Chaves, appellee. Philadelphia
Lynch
Batteries:
Gibson;
and
vs. J. D. Terllna, appellant. Contin
Ritchie, Goodwin and Donovan.
ued.
At Chicago1
R. H.E.
No. 1097, First National Bank of Chicago
1
8 10
Alubquerque, appellee, vs. George F.
0 8 3
Albright, et al., appellants.
Appeal Cincinnati
allowed to the supremo court of the IngBatteries: Brown and ..ioran: Ewand Schlel.
United States.
No. 1093, Florence P. Johnston, adAmerican League.
ministratrix, etc., appellee, vs. R. L.
At New York
R. H.E.
Baca, et al., appellants.
Motion to
3 8 2
recall and quash execution argued and St. Louis
;
New
1
6 1
York
a
submitted.
Batteries: Pelt! and Rickey: Orband
No. 1009, Alexander
M.
Henry,
plaintiff In error, vs. H. B. Cartwright, and Kleinow.
At Washington: Washington -- Detroit
defendant in error. Argued and subgame postponed on account of wet
mitted on its merits.
The following attorneys were ad- grounds.
At Cleveland
R. H.E.
mitted to practice before the bar of
9 10 2
New Mexico: C F. Dezendorf, Santa Cleveland .. .,
3 5 1
Fe; George F. Brewlngton. Aztec: Boston
Batteries: Rhodes and Bemis; Dl- George W. Oliver, Albuquerque; J. W.
Eden, Roswell; A. L. Love, Roswell. neen. Glaze and Corrlgan.
At Philadelphia: Philadelphia-Ch- i
Owing to the delay in the arrival
of Associate Justice Frank W. Parker, cago game postponed on account of
who did not reach the city until noon, rain.
no cases were tried .yesterday foreWestern League.
noon. The only business done at the
R. H. E.
morning session was the hearing of At Omaha
5 9 1
several motions on which action was Omaha
10 17 1
Pueblo
to be taken in the afternoon.
Dodge and bender; Hen
Associate Justice William H. Pope leyBatteries:
and Renlker.
will not be present at the adjourned
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
term of court. He and his wife are at
10 10 6
present on a trip to California, Judge Sioux City
11 10 3
Pope's health having been Impaired Lincoln
Batteries: Dickenson, Coibett and
of late by overwork.
HeBs; Eyler, Jones and Zinran.
At Des Moines
R. II. E.
"Make Haw While the un Shines." Denver
4
6 5
There is a lesson In the work of the Des
7
9 1
Moines
thrifty farmer. He knows that the
Batteries: Engle and Zalusky; Git- bright sunshine may last but a day
and he prepares for the showers ten and Wolfe.
which are so liable to follow. So It
American Association.
should be with every household. DysAt Kansas City
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus Kansas
1
City
may attack some member of the home
2
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic, Columbus
At Minneapolis
FORSALE.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which Minneapolis
7 FORs"LrElegantwKnabepianoin
Is the best known medlclue for these
2
perfect condition. Apply 512 South
diseases, should always be kept et Louisville
At Milwaukee
Broadway.
hand, as Immediate treatment Is nec5
F0RSAT.E Bicycle and generalTe- essary, and delay may prove fatal. For Milwaukee
3
Toledo
pair shop with fine set of tools;
sale by all druggists.
good paying business.
Porterfleld
A
NEW
WEEK.
EVERY
SHOW
SPITTERS ARRESTED
Co.. 110 Gold avenue.
AT LAS VEGAS.
FOR SALE Soda, Fountain. T. J.
First Sergeant E. C. Wade, Jr., son
Manager Davis, of the Pennv Par
Topham.
of Attorney E. C. Wade of Uis Cruces, lor, 216V6 South Second street, anFOR
A handsome Hardman
SALE
and two of his companions of the ter- nounces a change of program, new
piano, in fine condition and almost
ritorial rifle team, came almost being pictures and new songs every Satur
new, at a bargain. For particuarrested this afternoon and thus pre- day morning. A whol
show for a
lars, call at this office.
vented from accompanying the team penny.
My general store. Rare
IXtll SALE
to Sea Girt, says the Las Vegas Opo
chance for some one to 6ecure an
tic. They hihl mailed several souvenir
The End of The World
established business.
Address, P.
postal cards home at the postomce of troubles that robbed E. II. Wolfe,
MPueblitOB, N. M;
shortly before leaving and' thought- of Bear Grove, la., of an usefulness,
lessly spit on the floor. An officer was came when ho began taking Electric FOR SALE A well established gennotified, and it took all of the per- Bitters. He writes: "Two years go
eral merchandise store, doing good
suasive powers of Major Rankin and kidney trouble caused me great suff
business, in good country town;
good reasons for selling;
Captain Abbott to cause the officer to ering, which I would never have sur
store
building and dwelling for rent or
be unable to find the Uys unlit they vived had I not taken Electric Bitsale. p. o. box 218.
had had time to leave the city. At ters. They also cured me of general
least ten or twelve people have pre- debility." Sure cure for all stomach, FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
viously been arrested and lined for liver and kidney complaints, blood disat a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou-r
eases, headache, dizziness end weakthis offense.
rooms,
all newly furnished,
ness or bodily decline. Price 50c. Guarpainted and papered. The best payA Citizen "A'ant ad does the work. anteed by all druggists.
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
otfer acceptable. Call or address C.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE One Buffalo
scale, 1
marble counter, 1 Ice box. capacity
1 ton, 1 Ice machine,
power
engine, 1
power boiler, 2
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
Catarrn cannot be washed aw;iy with sprays, inhalations and such treatchopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage
ment, nor can it lie smoked out with medicated tobacco, cigarettes, etc.
FtufTer, racks and hooks, at Tony
When you attempt to cure Catarrh with such things you are wasting tini
Michelbarh's, Old Town.
and allowing the impurities and poisons in the blood, which produce tin FOR
SALE General
merchandise
disease, to get so firmly rooted as to become not only a disgusting trouble
business on the El Paso and Southbut a very dangerous one. The annoying symptoms of ringing noises in tin
western in eastern New Mexico.
ears, "hawking and spitting," headaches, mucus dropping back into tin
Stock $15,0(10 to $20,000. Fine
of
genera
senses
taste and smell, and a feeling of
throat, impairment to the
for right party. Can exii
debility, prove that there is a
cause lor Catarrh. This cause
plain good reason for selling. Ix
a polluted and unhealthy condition of the blood, and the disease cannot bi
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Adcured until this is removed. The only way to get rid of Catarrh perruanentl j
dress inquiries to this paper.
is to purify the blood, and S. S. S. is the ideal remedy for this purpose. I'
Bink Bigot's a Busy Boy.
soon clears the system of all impurities, purges the blood of all catarrha
Bitik Bigot's butcher, Billy Fohl, Is
matter and poisons, and effectually checks the progress of this disgusting doing a land office business these
S. S. S. puts the blood in perfect order, and at days by making trips through the
and
disease.
this pure, healthy blood goes to every nook and corner of the body Catarrl country with his meat wagon, ami as
is permanently cured. Hook with information about Catarrh and tnedica a result it keeps Bink Bigot busy butadvice ire.
jffc SWIFT SPCCIHC CO., ATLANTA, CA. chering, Trump (Minn.)
IN
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

wb should be working for jonT
ith" ironid gladly lend you money?
wna would like to buy your horse?
who would buy an Interest In your business?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

WflirSn
Solomon Luna.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DHtECTORS

Presiuent; W. S. Strlckler. V. P. and Cashier; W.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridge, Solo- J.
mon Luna, A. M. Blaclnrell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croniwell.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUKTQUBRQUa, N. K.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
906 West Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER

C o

119

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window ecreens, 7 cents per foot,
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trim- A
mings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
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ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE

L B.

1873.

PUTNEY
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

z
?

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVti-VUi-

.

AL.B UCJUERyUE,

J
N.

41.

V

CC04044K04K0K4K4
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
are simply a "terra incognita' to the
man who never tried them. If we fit
up a bath-tufor you as It should be
equipped namely, with a shower attachment, the comfort, coolness and
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
summer days and night will make you
our friends for life. Ask us about
prices.
We carry the finest line of garden
.hose In the city.

C279 )

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
23, 1906.
wing-named

If you want results In advertising
try an Evening Citizen want ad.

Litter

prlntar know

PLANING MILL CO.
o
NOTICE FOS PUBLICATION.

Notice Is hereby given that the follosettler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will bo made before the United
States court commissioner at San Rafael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, viz:
Sec.
Juan Garcia, 2d. for the NW
8. Twp. 11 N R. 8 W.
Hf namog the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, said land, viz:
Masedonio Ramirez, Ramon Serna,
Joso Rafael Chavez, Dldal Chaves y
Montoya, all of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

t

Printing

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND

(II. E. No.

e c

Commercial

OF TITLES.

H. R, WHITING,
South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter of land
Including
titles.
those of' Spanish and
Mexican origin.
No.

0KKCC00C0K00

Standard Plumbing and! Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

.1.

C.

Colo., Red 284,

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, Iooks best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
BUIIJJiNu PAPER Always in
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc. '
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

'ALBUQUERQUE

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 1906.

WHERE DEL
PRACTIC E

CITIZEN.

PAGE THREE

A Free Auto Ride to University Heights !
.

Five years from now and you would not know it was the tame Albuquerque. The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
of the city.
Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-fointerest, and you will double your money.
ot

IDLENESS
The Most Backward Civilized
Country on Face of the
Globe Is Honduras.

EVENING

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners
Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

First National Bank Building

I
sh rule. Out on the broad valleys It should have remained all these the fastnesses of the mountains. Some
raversed by a splendid stream are centuries absolutely shut off from the of these people never bowed the neck
miles and miles of ancient canals. world at large, and, for, that matter, to the Spanish yoke, and the remnant
choked by the wind-swedrift of from Its own people. It is only too of these once powerful tribes, now
Th' hardea' dancer don't alius pay
centuries, and furnishing undisputable apparent that the present race can- feeble and almost degeheiate, are octh'
fiddler."
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coundiscovered.
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engineering
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not
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evidence
the
to
skill
the
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In
Capital
Only One Vehicle
part of the lost races which con- - try. As a matter of fact, the country Is noted In Honduras, where far inIndiana
is reported solid for Fairunpronouncewould have received more attention land dwells a tribe of
of the Republic and No
ructed them.
Capital Without Carriages.
than it has from foreigners but for able name who are frequently called banks. What, frozen?
Public Conveyance.
Tegucigalpa, the capital, was found the apathy and indifference of the Into service by the government in
Mint distillery blew up In
They are de
ed In 1579, and has been the head- people. Men of means have come here times of revolution.
The ruins probably looked like
various industries, scribed as men of large stature, strong
quarters
established
and
mining
region.
The
of
the
special Correspondence.
name means "silver hills. ' 'i ne pop but the lazy native would not work, and rugged, and natural wm rlors. mints pie.
(By Leander McFall.)
Mining has They wear few clothes and their
ulation In 1901 was 23,503, but at the and failures resulted.
Men may come.
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Aug. 18.
present time it probably does not ex- had a hard row to hoe from the same chief weapon is the machete.
Aud men may go.
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and
go on forever.
and Dolores people. The
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The trails for hundreds of miles ican consul, Mr. Moe, has many drafts
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said a lingering good bye. The air native and foreign, the
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and
look
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administrations
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former
in the pennant race In the two
left the village In the distance be- some efforts were made toward beau to carry over the mountains without (postofflce), I encountered one of the finish
big leagues.
fore the sun showed his warm face tifying the city, six public squares having a knowledge of the character gentry. We had met once before on
above the rim of the plateau. The were laid out, four of them ornamentHow doth the little rebate
of the roads. At many points are the previous day, but our acquaintluxuriance of the tropics is gone, and al, but the poverty of the nation or cleared places on the mountain sides ance had been very brief. He asked
Each shining hour toll,
region
the
the
of
we have entered
And hustle lest It be late
of the people has per- and in the valleys, where Americans, me if I had any postage stamps, and
The trail leads the Indifferenceparks
temperate zone.
In reaching Standard Oil.
to go neglected. lured by the attractions of the coun- upon my acknowledging that I was
these
through magnificent forests of yellow mitted
nd only one perserves any semblance try, have endeavored to subdue to possessed of a few, he requested the
range
beyond
pine, stretching far
the
Thls Is Going Some.
Park, the princl- - agriculture and horticulture a virgin loan of two. After he had been acof beauty.
of our vision, absolutely virgin for pal square Morazan
The railroad company is putting In
in the city, is a favorite soil, and have failed, largely because commodated, he remarked without a
of
delight
the heart
ests that would
smile: "Pardner, It's darned hard luck a cement platform here and it looks
on Tuesday, Thursday and on the native would not work. The
the lumberman or the forester. Not- resort evenings, when the military nese are not permitted to enter Hon- - when you have to beg postage stamp as though we would have a depot
sup
withstanding this inexhaustible
band gives a short concert. In the duras, but if tney were, i am con from a perfect stranger In order to soon. Otley (,S. D.) correspondence.
ply of timber, one of the hardest center
of the park there Is a fine fident the country could be developed write home to your people to tell them
Fragment of eloquence from one of
things to get in this country is fire equestrian
how well you are doing."
statue in bronze, of the to a remarkable degree
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wood. You actually
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high
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bidder, and they command
fountains on the sides of the park ceedingly liberal to settlers.
next.
The natives girdle these great pine and
is
Is
fact,
I
way.
a
mean. It
One American behind a Winchester
four small statues, emblematical read that
trees, cutting a deep gash clear of the
seasons, enhance the beauty ' though, that they will not bear a care-o- f regarded as worth fifty natives with
Perpetual Youth.
around the trunk. This causes the
government
shrubbery. Indigenous plants, fui test. The donation of
their obsolete muskets.
Thousandstlcks would like to know
sap to settle in the lower part of the and the
waking
great
myth.
a
The
The country needs
palms.
land is somewhat of a
when the Perry County Times will be
tree. The tree Is felled to the ground
When you reach this city you feel government has a good deal or tana. up. It needs a strong ruler, a despot.
year old! Their numbering ma
the next year, and about ten feet of that you have really and truly achiev- - or says it has. but it Is not surveyed if you will, who will drive this people chine
Is out of order. Hyden (Ky.)
the trunk is cut off and carried to the ed something In the way of travel and they don't know where it is. to work. Here Is a land In which
Thousandstlcks.
house. This piece is full of resin ing, for this town Is one of the few
grow
you think you have found m08t everything on earfi will
and burns like an oiled rag. The na
Probably a Roorback.
capitals of the world's na- - some, and go to denounce it, as they except snowballs, and not a year
tives split it into small pieces, none inland
na- - passes without a famine In corn. Just
If Jimmie Price, the democratic
ions which still remains isolated and say down here, some
of them thicker than the finger, and cut
dating
from the world, by the lack of tlve, accompanied by relatives
because they are too lazy to plant proposition for county clerk, don't
use them for torches and general any off
modern means of transportation. back to the time of the flood, appears enough. During the short but event- - watch out when he comes here can
lighting purposes.
peaceful reign of Vasquez. he remarked vassing, he will be assassinated, for
You can wander around here tor a and swears that he has been In
Afrail of the Dark.
and never see a wheeled ve- able possession of that Identical tract that he could make a country of this It Is rumored around in these parts
The average Honduran is supersti week
hicle. The appearance of the coach for. lo. these manv years, and that that would be a credit to the contin- that "Jimmy" has hlsted the price on
tious to a desree which taxes our be of
state, In which the president rides his ancestors, even unto the days of ent If he could exile all the men and matrimonial papers. Jim, Is this a
lief. He hates the dark and avoids It from his palace to the government Adam, have always dwelt there.
The bring In a few thousands of Ameri- fact? If so, go way back and sit
like a pestilence. On a bright moon building around the square, is an preponderance of evidence Is againBt cans. This remark is said to have down. Sequachee (Tenn.) News.
lieht nieht and the moonlight we event duly chronicled in the umciai ou. You get no assistance rrom xoe shortened his term of office from six
have enjoyed here Is the most won Diario. When you take note of your government
Galveston's 8ea Wall
records, as tney are years to less than three months.
derful I have ever seen the natives surroundings, you understand
makes life now as safe in that city as
that poorly kept. You have no assurance
If forced to go forth after sundown, carriages will not become popular In when you buy a piece of ground that
higher
uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
on the
always carry one of these pitch pine a country like this, which is actually the fellow who sells it to you has any COL. GREENE BOOMED
who resides on Dutton street. In
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
torches with them. This country has on end, without a single decent road Pedro, three different individuals
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FAIR SEPTEMBER 13 on request.
you could step from the rainy season trust. The active competition of tne mission to Spanish power drove many
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Progress and No Labor.
I have stated that Honduras Is the
nolia Balm is applied. least
cctttgss fcr rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cook-"C- progressive of all of the Cenharmless,
and
Absolutely
tral American republics.
evi eet vbur meals at the restaurant.
Por that
it is the most undeveloped.
makes a faded complexion reason
It will take another Diaz to arouse
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J
fresh and velvety at once. these people
from iheir lethurcy. The
country is so rich, its products so
l7i : ti.r'.ilio.i regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
varied and abundant, its mineral resources regarded as among the richest iu the world, that it is amazing
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Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. 80HLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIE8.

Chi-Sund- ay

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
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CEDAR BROOK,

LOUIS HUNTER,
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MONARCH,
And other standard brands of whiskies
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WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

;

But sell the straight article as received by us from the best 'Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albaqoerqoe, New Mexico
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to those who are anxious to hare
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
Term, IS cash and $4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gae Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, S3 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months,
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoscrip-no- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will fce closed after
Monday, August 20th.
62-1-

$21.00.

25-1-
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WORD TO COMMERCIAL CLUB
For some time The Citlacn has had it In mind to
fall the attention of the Commercial club to a matter
which Is of more Importance than may appear upon the
first mentioning of It. All know that the New Mexico
weather service gets out a weekly weather bulletin.
This bulletin Is compiled from reports sent to the section director at feanta Fe from every Important place
From these weekly reports, together
in the territory.
with a monthly report from each station, Is prepared and
published an elaborate monthly report of the cllmato-logicconditions of the territory.
These reports, except those for Santa Fe and El
Paso which latter place Is very properly Included In
are supplied from dally obthe New Mexico reports
servations taken ly volunteer and unremunerated observers, the government supplying the Instruments and
the observers promising accuracy. In recording the observations and promptness la forwarding reports to
anta Fe. El Paso and the capital city of this territory
are exceptions to the outline just given, In that each
is an official and paid station of the government. So
much by way of preface.
The matter to which The Citizen would call attention Is that in these weekly bulletins Albuquerque Is
more often omitted than reported. In the last four, including the oiyj for the week ended August 27, which
has Just come to hand, Albuquerque (Iocs not appear,
and prior to that this paper thinks the ratio of 3 to 1
would about express the frequency of no report..
This works an Injustice to Albuquerque, when one
takes up the weather bulletin and sees no nicnthc of
New Mexico's chief city. One not acquainted with Vile
facts might naturally suppose thut this city is ashamed
to have her climate brought into contrast with that of
its neighbors. The fact Is that such contrast is a fine
advertisement of the Duke City. The Citizen began,
tome while since, to publish the summary of Keneral
conditions, and then in juxtaposition to give the highest
and lowest temperatures and the rainfall 'for El Paso,
Albuquerque, Las Vegas and Santa Fe. Hot It was
necessary to give up the scheme because report was so
seldom made from this city.
If there Is a voluntary observer at Albuquerque but
he Is too busy to attend to this matter, then should he
turn over the Instruments to some one who has both
time and inclination. It is doublful If the whole service will tax a man's time as much as fifteen minutes a
day. observations and reports included. Certainly some
ond can be found who will be willing to give that much
time to the good of the city, and this artlc'e is written
to urge the Commercial club to find such a man. If one
'can not lie found. The Citizen would sussest that it
might be well to offer some slight remuneration for the
service, though the latter can harrily be necessary. No
scientific education Is demanded for the work. Any man
of ordinary intelligence can follow the explicit government instructions.
al

EXPRESS COMPANY GRAFT
"Why is an express company?'1 asks the New York
Evening Mail, one of the more conservative republican
papers of the country. The question is asked in reference to the late squabble between the large and small
the minority demandstockholders of the Wells-Farging a 16 per cent dividend justified by the $30,000,000
surplus, and the majority, particularly E. E. Harriraan,
desiring to defer such distribution of profits perhaps
antll the little stockholders can be frozen out.
Express companies are an Americanism, the rall-- 4
obroads performing this function abroad. "The main
ject of an express company," says the Mall, "is to furnish another excuse for increasing the transportation
nJt Bnerally known that
tax upon the peoP'" "it
companies are the
express
the heavy stockholders of the
managers of the railroad companies. Harriman is the
His special counsel, William Neloul of Wells-Farginsurrectionary
son Cromwell of Panama fame, told the
to
minority stockholders that their safest course was
"He
alone.
great
Harrimau
Jgeeu mum and let the
to
moves in a higher world into which we can not hope
ot
dictator
Ai
enter." said the impressive Cromwell.
Wells
th
with
relations
having
15,000 miles of railroad
Fargo, Harriman could make or unmake the express
company. The $30,000,0u0 surplus was evidence tht he
interest, even t 1U
was taking care of the Wells-Farg- p
Wa superior wisdom distribution of dividends aa earned
deemed an unwise policy.
v
Express companies were excluded from the provl'
sions of the Hepburn bill, not only as originally framed,
but after debate on the question on the floor of thu
houBe. This was before the managers awakened to the
fact that the people were making the railroad bill this
time. In the senate the express companies were forced
into the bill, and in conference the house surrendered
the point. The interstate commerce commission now
for the first time has supervision of the oxpress business. But it would be to the benefit of the public if ex-- ,
press companies were driven from the field. They bu
transportation from the railroads and sell it out at a
3U,000,-OOvery high profit as shown by the Wells-Farg- o
surplus to the public. It is a device to tax the
people, as stated by the New York Evening Mail. The
railroads do this business in other countries and should
do it here. Topeka Ihtily Capital.
.

o,

o.

In

the matter

of the ancient and venerable if not
city ditch, It strikes The Citizen that it were

venerated
much better to fill the ditch completely than to attempt
to reopen it. There is no necessity for the reopening, as
the ditch has now been partially filled for a number of
.years, and the city has experienced no Inconvenience
therefrom. The only present trouble with the ditch is
that there are some placi-- in its course where it hat.
not been filled. In these stagnant water has gathered,
and it must be confessed that hey are vile ami smell to
heaven. Let them be filled like the other part:; an.l the
nuisance will be completely abated. To do this will be
cheaper to the city than to reopen Die din h through
its entire length and so grade it that water can not
Wand anywhere in its course. Then, too, whoever heard
of a city with an open sewer through its very center?
If there is need of the ditch for sewage purpose, then
must it be covered from end to end. Finally, reopening
the ditch will not abate the present nuisance. The writer
was a resident of the city seventeen years ago, vlien
the ditch was open, and it Is miid to say that it was nn
time the nuisance then that it is now.
s

i

The failure of the Philadelphia Heal K:ale Trust
.company, yesterday, has emphasized the fan so often
announced by the press of the country, in te.egianis ami
Mlitorlals, that realty speculation In most sections has
run riot. In the adjoining column is presented a good
article on the subject from the Chicago Financial
World. It Is well for Albuquerque that Ihu craze has
not struck this city. Kealty here is in good demand,
and there is considerable movement, but there has been
no boom and fortunately there seems im danger of inflated speculation.
lu an ejitorial leproiluced in this column, Hie
Dally Capital says that the express companies
'liquid be driven out of thei field and the business be
tiote by the railroads, as in Europe. The Citizen would
offer au amendment to the effect that Uncle Sam should
' tlo tha major part of
the business in a parcel post, leav-Iiigitbe railroads the weightiest and least desirable part
.of the present aorvlct.
.
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THE TRUE STORY OF ONE
JOHN RADEL, UNDERTAKER
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Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing I
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

PAUL
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(Continued from Page One.)

-

A Word to Mothers

e
its dangers magnified.
The
simplicity of a small population can
not be expected In a natitn of eighty
millions. Whether the homely plain
ness of life in the early days of the
republic was good or bud, it has un
doubtedly gone forever. We have
grown enormously In wealth owing to
conditions which favored us above all
other nut Ions, but the nnln factor in
bringing about the changed method of
our living hns not been wealth, not
legislation, not auy infirmity In our
system of government, but the tre
mendous activity of the human mind
In the direction of (science.
It would,
perhaps, be more accurate to say that
the great Increase of wealth, and its
accumulation in colossal fortunes are
themselves the result nnd the inevit
able result of the scientific tendencies
which have been so active in the past
half century. The inventive energy
which has dominated thought must be
counted most to blame for present
conditions If Indeed anyone is to
blame. The great intellectual devel
opment of the nineteenlh century
the greatest, in all history, took the
direction of scientific research, and
the result has been a transformation
of the modes of living, of (he alms and
aspirations of men, and. necessarily,
of the scope and purpose of legislation.
James C. Carter declared that the
American people are afflicted with a
passion for legislation amounting to
almost a disease. It Is undeniably
true that the average mind believes
in the possibility of remedying every
evil by statutory enactment. That this
idea is a false and dangerous one, all
human experience atKsts. It Is a significant, perhaps ominous, evidence of
the changes in the popular idea of the
legislative function, to note the vastly
increased range of subjects
witn
which our statutes now deal. They
are becoming largely too largely, I
think merely administrative and regulative; establishing rules for the direction nnd control of business activities, drawing lines of separation between that which Is, and always was
permiss-able- ,
and that whicn snail no
longer be so; establishing boards and
commissions; and providing for a
scrutiny, which, more Rnd more, plies
into al fairs t hat oiicj were supposed
to pertain exclusively to the individual primarily interseied.
All thi3 Is
more or less irritating, for the shrinkage in individual liberty involved in
it hurts.
Hut it is folly to suppose
that modern life can go on with its
ever increasing complexity, and legislators be dumb and silent. When legislators are considering a subject with
which tney may rightfully deal, the
temptation Is strong upon ucm to go
further than is necessary, or proper,
but this Is an Infirmity of human nature. In the summary of legislation
which is communicated to you from
year to year there are many statutes
which might well have been omitted
from consideration bv the legislatures
that passed them. Of all the bills introduced In any legislative body a
comparatively small percentage become living enactments, and of these,
hut few ever really enter into the
life of the communny. A mere glance
at this report confirms Mr. Carters
assertion as to the passion of the
American people for legislation. I do
not believe in laissoz t'aire, nnd yet
as we all know, a very large number
of statutes are enacted for no reason
whatever except to gratify the ambition of gome legislator to nave hw
name attached to some law. Every
act passed, adds more or less to the
Individual "shrin'kage" of which Maeterlinck speaks, but; often without any
corresponding advantage to organized
society, and undoubtedly the citizen
gets the worst of the bargain whenever this uappens.
"l shall not believe that the great
volume of legislation enacted by the
last congress was inspired by a mere
wanton lust of power. It had back
higher and better
of it something
than that; an earnest desire to deal
with conditions not very well understood; and a conviction that the time
had come for doing something. 1 do
not close my eyes to the fact that we
cannot have a bewildering complexity
in all our affairs, and at tne same
time have perfect simplicity in government. But in all this turmoil, the
whirl of machinery, governmental
and mechanical, the nganlzatlon of
lalor and capital, the throbbing of
every pulse, and ihe strain of it all,
to brain and nerve what has become
of the individual man.' ihe development of the state and of the institutions that collectively coniose it,
is steadily proceeding, nut how about
the units? I have pointed out. what
seemed to me to be the causes for
the increased legislation which marks
the present age. This legislation lias
not beui the cause of the tremendous
activity of modern times, but the result of it. We did not. perhaps, choose
the blare and confusion of the life
in which we find ourselves entagled
but here we are. Tile one thing that
we u II ought to work for, is to prevent the obliteration of men. The
danger or today is that the best and
most promising of our youths, "the
expectancy and rose of the fair state,"
will l
swallowed up. ground up In
the wheels of a relentless, insatiable
mechanism that neither knows or
cares. What we may do to reconcile
individual right and individual freedom witn tlie assured certainty of increasing legislation we must do as
lawyers, and still more as American
citizens. And out of It all, step by
step, we snail go forward maybe
to Letter tilings.
tint, anywav, we
shall go forward.
old-tirn-

stern-wheele-

en-Jo-
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WORSHIP AND RELIGION
IN THIS PRESENT DAY
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In England, as in this country, there has been much
worry and discussion over the decrease in church worship, and the conclusion has been reached that humanity is becoming less religious.
In this connection a
statement of Uasil WUberforce. archdeacon of Westminster, based on keen observation and a thorough belief In the increasing loudness of the world, is wull
worth rending. He says:
"There jnay he a certain mental revolt against narrow, conventional and rudimentary conceptions of religionwhich word in its highest meaning signiP.es the
ligament that binds the soul to God and tnis may possibly account for less church-goinbut I contend that
a marked characteristic of the age is a genuine hunger
for a high, noble and rational conception of the Infinite
Originator called God, who Is solely responsible for our
present existence under these fini,e conditions, and
where this hunger is satisfied the churches are not
empty. Moreover, side by side with this spiritual hunger, there is a strenuous and ever increasing activity on
the part of the1 wealthier classes to ameliorate the condition of those! Hess well off than themselves which has
never been equalled in any prnvli?'is generatl m. I den;;
that true Christianity is declining."
That is true optimism. Not a word in extenuation
of
but faith in humanity, vhether
worship is done in a pew or in good works. There are
some fine people in this world who believe that every
time a man has a good thought, does a kind and merciful act, helps somebody or something, sacrifices himself
for the good of another or of the community, he is practicing the highest religion that can enter a human life.
There is comfort in the cheerful optimism of the archdeacon of Westminster.
g;
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5 REAL ESTATE SPECULATION
g
HAS CROWN TO A' CRAZE
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Nearly every thriving community is more or les at
the vortex of a real estate boom. Fertile agricultural
sections are no less affected by this form of speculation
in rise of land values than are the big cities. This craze
to speculate In realty, from city lots to farm lands, has
reached such dimensions as to arouse the gravest apprehension about Its effect when the boom collapses, the
excitement dies down, and many of those engaged in
reckless real estate transactions find themselves with
unsalable property on their hands, property purchased at
a greatly inflated price.
In New York real estate speculation has been carried on at such a rapid pace that the banks are compelled to call a halt by discriminating against this class
of loans.
In the outlying sections apartment houses and business blocks are constructed In such numbers and with
such rapidity that it will require years before enough
tenants can be secured to bring the owners of these
buildings a fair rate of Interest upon tbeir investment.
The general assumption of
authorities is
that it will take the eastern metropolis years to recover
from the reckless real estate speculation it: which its
population is now absorbed, while a great many people
who have bought property in undesirable locations nnd
have erected buildings, raising the necessary money
with which to do it by mortgaging their property, will
eventually lose the money they have tied up in it
through foreclosure ' proceedings.
Here in Chicago an even worse condition prevails
Chicago has seeming'y gone crazy over apartment
houses, which have sprouted up on all sides ot the city
as rapidly as noxious weeds. In many instances they
are construct. d without any thought as to their permanency, or wear, or tear, but tho single purpose which
their couttdcturs ulways have In view to get them finished quickly and sold to some investor, as property
which will yielu :i. income of from lu to 1C per cent.
And as rapidly as one apartment house is built and sold
the contractor, with his profit, starts to build another,
or others. Whoever holds the bag last will be the person u:on whom the loss will fall heaviest.
Due cause given for the rotten failure of the Milwaukee Avenue state bank, which, although not an important institution among the Chicago banks, has left
In Us wake a great deal of ruin and misery, for its depositors were mostly tradesmen and laboring people,
was reckless p al estate inves'inents.
However, what gives our conservative financiers
the greatest concern Is the mortgages split tip into small
Iximl.i and sold to investors as t gilt edged investment.
Most of these mortgages are liens upon apaiiinerl
Ileuses and the ground Ibey stand upon.
And these
mortgages do nut represent a standard valuation of 40
per cent of the realty, but, in many cases, are appraised
by good, conservative judges of Peal estate values as
muring as high hs Hu per cent., leaving hardly any
equity H all, so that, in case the property should cease
bringing an Income and it becomes uecew:;ai to sell it
under the hammer, the loss to the mortgage holder
would be serious indeed, especially should this necessity to sMcrifl e the property arise during a period of
stagnation or hard times. And hard times are just na
likely to occur as good periods. The Chicago Financial
World.
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There is nothing cold about the charity of John J
Itadcl, a Cincinnati undertaker.
No race or creed con
fines his free giving. He asks for no reports and has
no agents.
What he has to give he given. His place
of business Is on State avenue, among the homes of the
porrer class of working people. 'It is near the dumps.
Railroad yards surround the locality and ever busy engines keep it dark and grimy under a pall of smoke.
John Radel has grown up in It. He has grown prosper
ous, too, but not rich.
In the summer the hot sun beats down upon the
yards. The shimmering raiis reflect the hent until the
air above seems to be rising In quivering waves. The
dumps send their malodorous breathings across the bottoms. Strangers wonder how people can live In that
atmosphere.
John Radel knows that the womwti and
children suffer, and he is doing his part. As soon at
the schools close in the summer, Radel "loads family
after family Into his barge and takes them across the
d
river to his grove. The barge Is a
boat which will carry about forty people comfortably. The grove is. down the river on the Kentucky
side. It is shaded by big trees and Is cool and breezy.
In front of It Is a hard sand beach, where the mothers
and children may wade and bathe. Through the grove.
which covers about ten acres, are swings, hammocks
tents, tables, a stove, shelters and other conveniences.
Ail day long, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur
days, the barge plies between the river bank In the
West end and the grove In Kentucky. All may go who
will, and Radel never asks any questions as to how
often a mother and her babies have taken the trip. The
oftener they go the better he likes it. The children
splash about In the water, romp and play under the old
trees and fill their little lungs with pure, fresh air. The
mothers sit about In the shr.de, watching the youngsters
and enjoying the little ones' pleasure nnd their own reIf the day is one on
lease from the hot tenements.
which travel Is .light, Radel takes the mothers and the
babies up and down the river for a ride, keeping a sharp
In
lookout on the landings for possible newcomers.
short he docs exactly what his poor neighbors want him
to do. This is kept up all summer. For all this Radel
does not get one penny nor does he ask a penny. The
boat rides are free and the use of the grove Is free. All
that Radel gets out of his investment is the pleasure and
y
satisfaction of seeing the poor women and children
themselves.

CITIZENS

EVENING

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.

Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of unit.
and overcoats tor small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2'jj to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
Fine Clothing and
Furnishing!

New Mexican Honored.
Among those chosen members
the Keneral council was Thomas

Catron, Santa Fe,

N'.

petitors.

First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy en- tirely m car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice 'coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

Fourth.

We have

been

business' for the past
where and how to buy.

twenty-fiv- e

years

in the furniture
understand it in every detail. --

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

Many a Common, SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

everyday sort of a chap I"

:

with no "pull" whatever has forged
ahead In the world by saving a

part of his wages and putting

It In

the bank for safe keeping.
He learned early in life to make
the best of himself; to improve his
time; to work earnestly; to have a
surplus from his wages and to save
that surplus by putting It into "he
bank.
His savings grew and later on
when the opportunity came to
make a good investment, he as
prepared.

BANK

THE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

: Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

Z
Z
Z

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

I
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

MEXICO

We Keep It Up

2
2

RELIEVES PAIN.

COMMERCE
NEW

0

EASY TO REACH.

BUILDS

FIRST

2

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

i

We keep the quality oi our bread
up to the highest.
by using

00KKvKC

This is possible

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT, THE

The Best FloMr,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

Los Angeles, Calif.
not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and attention to
guests la a pleasure to us.
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread. HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
LOCATION
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

PIONEER BAKERY,

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

2 OT BOUTM riRBT BTREKT.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

P.MATTEUCCI
DEALER IN

THE BEST IN TOWN

Women's and Child-- .
ren's Fine Shoes

Men's",

First Clasi Repairing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed

No.

103 North

rtrit

BtrOOt

Per Gallon

-

-

$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Adams & Dilgard

of
1!.

and

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

;

M.

Clothing

Fumihmg

Good Reasons

.

well-post-

Fine

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM

MJM

Colo.

Red

92.

FRENCH BABY HINTS.

--

New born babies should be thoroughly .washed. Kspeelally the eyes,
wilh clean, lukewarm water.
Keep
that, is

,

I

baby

in

well

11

P. M. DAVIS

aired-- , room

indent ly warm.
Yon mustn't take baby out before
the tlfteeinh ilay.
Always make baby's toilet before it
breakfasts.
Never wrap baby too tightly.
Embalming Is Our Specialty
The child must alwavs be clothed
warm enough but must have plenty
.....
..l uuti tin-e- .
'
neaui emu
ui iifsri air. iieep
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Av;.
I. t I; iliv learn of itself to walk.
Colo, phone, Black. 298.
Auto., 152.
It Is safest to call In the doctor at
the slightest aliment.
A Citizen Classified uA Is a good
Yucciuuie. baby.
Investment.
mi

Funeral Directors1

.

a

Agent For
;

o

The Mills Novelty Company.
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuse- meut nickel and penny machines, trade reducers, money machines;
large proflta on small investments, investigation invited., PENNY PARLOR, 216a 6outh Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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PARTICULARS

GLAD

HJtHd COMMITTEE

THE GOOCH

DAY WILL

ESCAPE

Hand Shake.
MEETING LAST

BE

the Silver Gity Jail Local Unions Are Preparing
to Celebrate on Monday.
Last Saturday
Night.
September 3.
,

THE KILLER

NIGHT

h

n

com-ini'.te-

-

a

JAIL BREAK

DAYLIGHT
HAS

A

K LLING

AT
HERNANDO

GONZALES
FOUND
DEAD. AND TWO MEN UNDER
ARREST CHARGED WITH
THE CRIME.

Hernando Gonzaies 23 years old,
was shot and killed in a house near
the outskirts of Wagon Mound Saturday night. Jose Gonzales and Pedro
Komero, with whom he'is supKsd to
have spent the night have been arrested by Sheriff Medina of Mora
county and lodged In Jail pending investigation of the caee. Aside
from a single bullet wouud in the
there are no other marks, of
violence about the body.
Particular Are Meager.
Jose Gonzales was arrested Sunday
morning, .'edro Romero appraised the
authorities
of Herando Gonzales'
death and declares bose did the shoott

ing.
Aside

MIGUEL CARRILLO, THE ROBBER,
AND C. F. RANDALL, A HOUSE
BREAKER, GET AWAY.

Tucson, Ariz., Aug. i9. Two felony
prisoners escaped from the county
Jail. They got away by breaking bars
separating the east inside jail corridor from a passage way leading to
the recorder's office.
The escaped
prisoners are Miguel Carrillo, in for
robbery, and C. F. Randall, held for
burglary. They tiave not been recaptured, although Sheriff Pacheco and
his officers, with special deputies,
searched for them all day yesterday,
and continued to search today. Good
fortune in learning of the escape prevented a. wholesale Jail brtak. The
broken bars had crystalized, making
them brittle. At the end of one there
is a cut, but to all appearances the
cut was made a long time ago.
The escape was made from the place
where the desperado t nacon attempted to get out six years ago. Chacon
later was hung at Solomonvllle. He
was a member of the Billy Stiles gang
and was convicted of murder , but
escaped from the Graham county Jail.
He was recaptured through betrayal
by Stiles and Alvord and brought here
for saf keeping, and nearly succeeded in escaping from this Jail.

from disclaiming connection
with tne shootiflg, Jose GonzaUs declines to make a statement.
Motive
lor the killing is unknown.
Herando Gonzales lived with his
parents on a ranch twenty miles from
Wagon Mound. He left home Saturday at tt moon to procure provisions.
it is satj invited nim to
The accu-ci- ,
pass the nignt as his guest. Komero
according to tlu-- story, was also it
guest at the house where the young
man niei his dcatn.
ho far as can he
none
of the par.ies were seen drinking
they departed from the business O'BRIEN MOORE WAS
pan of ttie town for the housj where
tuey were to spend the night. Jose
BURIED YESTERDAY
Gonzales is an exjert horseman and
t:uve some credita.e feats of rough
riding at Las Vtgas on the occasion of
the Hough kideis reunion when Pres- THE TUCSON
CITIZEN EDITOR
ident Kuosi velt reviewed the Spanisn
LAID TO REST AT TUCSON.
war veterans there.
The funeral of the late O'Brien
Toilet Tipt.
Moore, editor of the Tucson Citizen,
You can keep your teeth healthy
n"k place yesterday afternoon at 1
by giving ihem regular exercise.
from Hellly'g chapel, the Rev.
If you have superflous hair there is o'clock
I). Carl Williams officiating. Friends
always the mattress works.
of
deceased and many others filled
Persons who have narrow chested thethe
chapel to overflowing. The intercomplexions should not eat pickles.
ment wi'.s made at Tucson and Colonel
A nice facial inassaue can be git-will rest In the soil of the terwith a coarse rasp. You can borrow Moore he
so dearly loved.
ritory
one at any lilai ksiuit li shop.
Mrs. Moore, widow of the deceased,
If drug store tan J'.tiou take off
accompanied by her little daughter,
Ihe cuticle, you are ue.i,g s'kii lie 1.
Annette, and by her two sisters, the
TEN
AND
GAUGE Misses Nettie and Bessie Jenkins, arTWELVE
LOADED SHELLS. WHICH WERE rived in Tucson Monday morning from
EXHAUSTED ''HERE
THE PAST Uis Angeles, where the t,ad news bad
WEEK BY THE GREAT DEMAND been broken to them.
The news of the suddja death of
OF DOVE HUNTERS. CAN NOW BE
SECURED AT MclNTOSH HARD- Colonel Moore arrived as a stioek to
bis leg on of friends throughout the
WARE COMPANY.
southwest.
and messages
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM of condolence for the bereaved wife
EREAD and take no other.
have continued to come in.
re

Teh-gram- s

TO'
FAIR

Manager McCanna, is In receipt of

Organ

Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug.
higher, at S5.S2'.

a

29.

N. M. 1

PILSENER BEER

m.

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice. Company
Colo. Phone Blfc 93

Auto. Phone 292

6, 1906

J

'

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
DR. MINOR G. BALDWIN

AGENTS

I

New Home Sewing Machines

CONCERT
o
ORGANIST

STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

Seats on sale at Matson's
on and after Monday,
September 3, 1906.

j

1

BORRADAILE

& GO,.

117 Gold Avenue

7.tl5.

Stock Market.
MOTT'S
Stocks closed

New York, Aug. 29.

as follows:
Atchison, lo7?i; Atchison preferred,
H1; New York Central, 144; Pennsylvania, 111; Southern
Pacific,
91 U: L'nlon
Pacific, 187?i; Union
Pacific preferred, 94VS: Copper, 109;
United
States .Steel, 474; United
hiatcs Steel preferred,

74fi74ii.
Oats

Sept., AS; Dec,
Sept., 2vn; Dec,

44.

PENNYROYAL

ID

i

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if ahe tells you to order
sack of "
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (ti you should tot
get the order), that you could. not
find It, for every first-clas- s
Kraesa
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill always)
find good bread, good biscuits. ax4
pastry and most Important oi aJ.
good cheer to greet you when y
come home for your dinner. Try St.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empreea at
all others.

PILLS

Thy ovnrmme Weahneoi,
and fiaiiwli ' iattii if

Irrrtru-

'ilijrar",ftoMvrtoirirluBt womanliuoii, nuinm

-

-

of nriraim aitft bod V. No
known ivimit for women eUall
them. Cannot do hirm life tw
jjlvatir. Wl prr hot
ny mm i. worn ny ariiirirtftia,
ItOTT CHEMICAL C0..ifUdtUb
. ANN & SON.
.

Ut.

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, II!., Aug. 29. Closing quotations:
Wheat Sept.,
70ai70; Dec,

TYPHOID

OF

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

September

J

j

Corn

DIES

Railroad Ave.,

0

Thursday,

Spelter,

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, III., Aug. 29. Cattle
17,000; market, Rtrong; beeves,'
3.!K)Q fi.6o; cows and heifers, $1.40
5.25; Blockers and feeders,
$2.30
4.:i(l; Texans, $3.6U4.50; westerners,;
$3.5uF5.25; calves, $6.507.50.
Sheep receipts, 20,000;
market,'
weak; sheep, $3.5(ifi 5.50; lambs, $4.tio

FINCH

308-31-

i

will be in with them on time.
St. Louis Wool.
"I have a wrestler, writes Mr. ArSt. Louis, Mo., Aus. 29. Wool,
lington, "n Navajo, that. Is one of the
Iwst in this part ot the country.
If steady; territory and western mediyou can find someone for him to go ums, 241tl'Sc; line medium, 22c; fine,
against tnere I believe It will make a 14 ft 15c.

i

Mlhert Faberi

Recital

stta r.

Money Market.

pretty exhibition."
Manager McCanna, as a result, is on
the lookout for some other wrestlers
to compete witn the Navajo for an
appropriate prize, that will be offered,
In case an opponent
to the Indian
shows up.
Mr. Arrington
ati.l Manager McCanna have also arranged what will
probably be one of tne amusing features in the sport line to take place
her during the fair. It Is to lie a
boxing exhibition between two Navajo bucks, they using pillows for boxing gloves. Mr. Arrington writes that
ne has secured the Indians for this
feature, and as Manager McCanna
has secured the "gloves," the stunt
will no doubt bo pulled off as per
schedule.
A string of Navajos and their ponies
will also be brougnt here by Mr. arrington to compete in the relay races
on the racing program.

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
can be built in its respective line.

Presbyterian Church

New York, Aug. 29. Money on call,
letter lrom Paul Arnngton, tne Indian trader at Farmington, In whicn sirong, at 4if?ti per cent; prime merthe latter states lie will bring a bunch cantile paper, ti per cent; bar silver,1
of Navajos to tho fair, and that he M.

MISS VIRGINIA

Is br 'l odds the most conspicuous piece of furniture In your
dining room; hence, It should
combine the
Artlstle With the Useful.
Tou ii experience a feeling of
satisfaction when yon act t
hostess If your table is a good
one. He it
Modern or Colonial
In
Quartered.
or
Golden
Wheathered Oak, we are confident you'll find our prices for
"quality
furniture nearly as
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.

i

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

ANNUAL

THE DINING TABLE

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 29. Cattle
'celpts,
14,000;
market, strong to
steady ; native steers, $4.00j.25;
southern steers, $2.7OJr4.0O; southern
cows. $2.0iif3.15:
native cows and
$2.oogf5.xt;
stockrs and feeders,
.l2.GutM.50; bulls, 2.nl(?f 3.23; western steers, $3.50 f 5 50; western cows,

2,

PAUL
ARRINGTON
WRITES OF
BOXERS
AND WRESTLERS
Metal Market
HE WILL BRIUG HERE.
New York, Aug. 29. Lead and copper, firm; unchanged.
RELAY RACERS ALSO.
'

Ribs

IS. 60.

2.ufiTM.0O.

Di finite plans for a Labor Day celebration to be participated In by an
the labor organizations of the city
will be nit upon at a meeting to be
held this evening. A mass meeting
held early in the week showed that
all the unions were heartily In favor
of a celebration, but to what extent
could not tnen ie decided. The only
definite part of the program so fur
decided on will be the attendance of
the lalxir unions In a body at a sermon to be preached by Rev. Rollins at
the Ijcad avenue Methodist church on
Sunday evening, 'this will be done at
the instance of an Invitation from
Kev. Rollins to the unionists.
That
part of the celebration to take place
on Monday will probably consist of a
parale and speaKing, to take place
during the morning, the addresses to
be by local speakers,
at Robinson
rark, the same as last year. The afternoon will n st likely be given over
dead.
to rest.

THE

Sept., $17.0"; Jan.. $13.3214-- j
Sept., S.7V : Oct., I8.77V4.
Sept.. 8.70: Oct.. $8.b7V4tf

Sheep receipts. 6,000; market weak
10 cents lower; muttons, 14.253?
The little base ball bee that buzzed 5..rt; lambs, $6.00(87.40; range wethwes, $4.00Sj5.50.
around l.as Vegas Is dead. It's life ers, $4.KO(g5.fiO;
.
was oh, so short, and even while it
TOO
FOR.
LATE
CLASSIFICATION.
lived, it had such a struggle for existence!
For a short time a week WANTED
A girl for general house-- I
ago, last Sunday, It lifted Its wings
ork. Apply, at once, this office.
and ventured to fly, but a little brusn WANTbO
A good girl for general
with the Brownies soon put It to the
housework. Apply 1005 West Rail-- '
bad. Tne first attempt was very disroad avenue.
couraging, the fans gave It such little FOR
SALE Fresh cider every day at
encouragement, but still It struggled
30 cents a gallon. Order Colorado
oil. Col. Twltehell, the most ardent
telephone. Black 252-or Albers
oi the supporters, ventured that It
Bros.' Dairy wagons. U U. Albers,
might even grow to the size that
1930 South Railroad avenue.
would warrant It coming to the fair,
but apparently this air castle has
THE
OF
LOADED
FAMINE
tumbled down, and Judging from pros- SHELLS
BY
HAS BEEN BROKEN
pects, it went with a sickening t.iud.
MclNTOSH HARDWARE COM.
"Dilly" Taylor, who was one of the THE
main legs of the little bee, has gone PANY JUST RECEIVING 25,000, ALL
away on a vacation, to be spent In tne SIZE SHOTS.
east. Mr. Blood tried to pull the thing
Citizen Want ads bring result.
together, but It seems that his efforts
have been fruitless. Yesterday morning there was a prospect that Las Vegas would have a team that It could
send to Albuquerque on the coming
Sunday, and the Browns had already
begun to get ready for the fray, when
there came a message, with mourning
AT THK
band about It. "We can't come. Sorry." Is what It said.
The Las Vegas base ball bee was

Features Discussed and Adjudged Insane Man Decides to Rev. Rollins Will Preach to Them
Make Himself
at His Church Sun- Enthusiasm Displayed at
Scarce.
day Night.
Every Turn.
Benjamin F. Gooch, who on October
shot and killed J. It. Ross, in
the Mlmbreg river section, Grant county, but who has never been tried for
the crime, having been adjudged Insane, made his escape from the county Jail Saturday evening, and has not
been apprehended, says the Independent.
Gooch was adjudged Insane at the
September, 1304 term of the dlRtrictl
court, and was ordered committed to
the Las Vegas asylum, the expenses
to be borne oy his relatives. Owing
to questions which have arisen as to
the matter of such payment, Gooch
was never taken to Las Vegas, but
has been kept in the county Jail at
Silver City, where he ias virtually
been employed as a trusty. By reason of this fact Gooch was allowed
liliertles whica he would not have
been accorfled otherwise.
Saturday
evening, about 7:30 o'clock, he had
completed his labors and just as Acting Jailor Jones was about to lock
him up for the night, he requested
permission to go outside for a few
minutes. Notning' was thought of the
request, bu- - whin lie failed to return
In a reasonable time a search was
instuuteu, and it was found that he
had made his escape by crawling over
the back fence and taking to the surrounding hills. The officers were at
once notified, and search was commenced, but nothing has been seen
nor heard of the fugitive. It was discovered Sunday morning that Gooch
had spent at least a portion of the
night in a tunnel on the hill immediately back of the court house, the
tracks In a tunnel Indicating that he
had remained there for an hour or
more.
Gooch has had very much of a
varied career since, the killing of Ross.
After the crime had been committed,
he was held in Sj.Oimi bail to await the
action "of the grand jury. He furnished bond and remained at liberty, staying at his ranch on tne Mimbres until-few days before the spring term of
court, in 1903, when he mysteriously
Nothing was heard of
disappeared.
nim until the summer of 1004 when
word was received from the authorities of a small town in Washington
that a man was in custody there who
Had confessed that he had killed a
man in Grant county. Investigation
was made and the prisoner was founu
to be Gooc... John L. Iiurnside went
up to Washington and returned wltn
Gooch, who was kept In jail here until September ittiM, when he was
to be Insane. There is a very
serious question in the minds of many
as to Gooch's luuital condition. He
has been very quiet and harmless In
his demeanor during his Incarceration
in the county jail, but nlwa-ybecomes
more or less excitable about court
time, evidently fearing that some action win be ias.cn In his case. It Is
supposed that his knowledge of the
approaching term of the distritc court
was the cause for his departure Saturday evening.
Gooch Is will acquainted with the
country surrounding this place and has
undoubtedly made his way to the
mountains, where he is in hiding.
Several deputies are looking for him.
So far as known he took no provisions with him and had no assistance
on the outside.

rork
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OF J. B. ROSS ANOTHER MEETING TONIGHT

13, 19(12.

him up against
During the
Monday game, the returns of the
-Gang
fight will be announced to
the grand stand, as taken from a
special wire. This sporty movement
on the part of the management of the
Browns ought to make a hit w ith the
sporting fraternity, and should have
much to do with drawing a large
crowd. Many of the stores of the city
,
win ne closed on .Monday
which will give the cerks an oppor-

tunity to get out to see the siort.
The movement started to run'an excursion to Santi Fe, Sunday, has been
called off.

Many

A very Interesting meeting of the
executive committee and advisory
annual fair
board of the twenty-sixt- h
association took place last evening at
of the
8 o'clock in the headquarter
association at Manager MeCanna's office In t.ie Grant block, at which time
inatterB of Importance were discussed
and acted upon.
Everyone present was deeply Interested in the fair and Its ultimate success and as a result the meeting was
maiked by a great degree of enthusiasm. President L.una presided and
those present (llscussed at length the
anplans for making tne twenty-sixtnual tafT one to le spoken of in' years
to com as "the greatest ever.
The hoard sanctioned the plans outlined by tne manager and different
nup.riniendents of exhibits, and heartily approved of the manner In which
the matter has been handled so far.
One thing of Importance transacted
at last night s meeting was the ordering by the loard of a "glad hand"
committee, whose cnief duties will he
to meet all incoming trains, and to be
at the fair grounds each morning for
the purpose of meeting
visitors, and welcom.ng them to the
extending
city
to
and
them
the hospitalities of the town and fair.
President Luna, after discussing
the object of appointing sucn a
named the following gentlemen as memoor8 of the "glad hand"
George Arnot, D. A.I
committee:
V
Macpherson.
S. Hopewell, Ivan
Grunsfeld, M. 1, ctern, Johnny Rear-rtip- .
I.. W. Galles, M. H. Sabin, T. S.
Hubbell and Charles Chadwick.
All of the gentlmen named have a
laree acquaintance throughout the
territory, and President Luna could
hardly hate made a better selection,
and it is unnecessary to add that in
ihe art of giving others the "glad
hand" those named stand
"ace high."
John N. CoKin, business manager of
the American Lumber company, was
press nt at the meeting and assured
the executive committee and advisory
iKard that the big Institution would
be amply represented in the parade
to take place on the morning of "Albuquerque Day."
The question of asking all the merchants to decorate their places of
business was fully discussed, and on
motion, which was seconded, the president appointed the following committee on decoration: Gov. E. S. Stover,
M. Nash and George F. Albright.
"bucking
The famous Cheyenne
uulls" came in for some discussion
last night, also, the executive committee deciding than this feature
should be secured, if possible, for a
lair attraction, and accordingly Instructed Manager McCanna to ojen
negotiations with W. o. Whiteflagger,
the owner of tae herd, looking to the
securing of these bulls, saia to be the
most vicious hovines ever used for
this purpose. One oi the herd, in
particular, has a reputation a.- a "man
killer," and has been Known to buck
saddles entirely off his back. A
proper prize will be offered to the
cowboy wno successiully rides this
'bucking bull."
After several other letters concerning fair matters were read and discussed the meeting adoiirnvd.
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Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.
BEAUTIFUL YOUNG LADY CLAIMED BY GRIM REAPER
THE
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
AND PALL BEARERS.
Once again has death, the great
reaper, taken from our midst one of
Albuquerque's most promising daughters, .Miss Virginia H. Finch, whose
Heath occurred at St. Joseph's 'hospital, last evening, at 0:30 o'clock,
after a four weens' illness with typhoid lever.
Deceased, a beautiful young lady, 19
years old. just budding into the full
bloom of womanhood, when the grim
summons came, was the daughter of
Mrs. Mary Kincn, of 2144 Soutn Second street, whose husband died at
Uland some seven years ago.
She
was born. In New Y'ork City, and came
to New Mexico with her parents at
an early age, residing at bland until after the death of her father, when
the family removed to this city, a
brother, Harold Finch, was in the
Jemez mountains, hunting, at the time
of his sister's death, being notified to--.
day of her demise. He will arrive in
the city this evening, vo attend be
funeral, which will be held tomorrow
afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at Border's
undertaking parlors, .vtv. J.
koi-- J
i ns officiating.
In addition to the mother and
brother, the tieeeased leave's a sister,
Miss Helen Fincn, and a large circle
oi friends in this city and Ht the
versity of New .Mexico, where she was
a siutlent Ier several terms pant, to
mourn her untimely death.
The pall be'arrs who will escort
the remains to their last resting place
are l.ouis Huning. joe Scotti, William
(Joodwui, Italph Dunbar, Koy Stamm
and K. D. Campbell, wita Bernard
Crawford, Albert Claucy,
Clifford
Hayden, Kenneth Heald, Walter All n
ami IMmund Koss, former fellow student.s of the deceased, at the Lniver-y, acting hs honorary pall bearers.'
The interment will take place in Fair-viecemetery.
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And Careful Dispensing, go to

Santa Fe Grays

The Basy Little Drug Store
at tt 7 West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque

The Williams Drug Company

Browns
Returns of

fight to
Ball Grounds by

Nelson-Gan-

r:evJ
Vi' special wire.
b

t

s

Don't Get the Impression

including car checks when

r co ate a in cixy.

pur- -

you can buy a cigar
five cents it's no good.' Truth. Is

that because

made to tell at that price retail at
very small profit for maker and dealer
The White l.lly Is good from moutlv
tip to (smoking end. A box of fifty for
v..oo will prove this to your own very
Kreat satisfaction.

See Bartlett, the Electrician

A.
For prices on fixtures and
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Power and Pumping Plants.

RAILROAD

AVENUSv

g.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

makes

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your llf and
protecta your home.

the

duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

We Do General Machine Repairing
Mail Orders Given Special Attention

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

Q

216', South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557

GAMES

e

N. M.

The St. Elmo

!

for the fans, beside return from the
Nelson-elanhunt, which will be pulled off a! oil lfit Ins, New, on Labor
(

I

Day.

wii!
The base
tween the Santa Fe drays ami the
to
Browns. The first (same
take place Z
at Traction I'aik on Sunday, and the
second on Monday Labor Day. Santa
Is loading up for the fair, as are
the Browns, so both games should be
good ones.
Bill" Nye, the Browns'
light fielder, will probably be given a
nance to snow what lie can do em
the slib in the Sunday game. Everybody knows how those Santa Fe (.rays
can hit, and it will be a thorough test )
t Nye's ability as a pitcher 10 put
1,

FRENCH BAKERY I
213 WEST RAILROAD

be-

HKE.M)
Better
All

Than

Home-Made- .

Prop'f.

J

12 0 West Railroad

Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
D

SAMRLtC

AND

CLUB ROOMS

AVE.

STE VENS & DOW YER, Proprle tors
IlLTTTKU NUT

BARNETT,

JOSEPH

Two g.imcs of base ban are in store

it

J. RICHARDS

113', WEST
house-wirein-

for

It's

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO,

SANTA FE TO BE HERE SUNDAY
LAS V EGAS'
AND MONDAY
BASE BALL BEE IS DEAD.

end of

117 West Railroad Aveniia

Admission SOc

ALBUQUERQUE,

Lull

THE BLUE FRONT

Both Telephones.

FANS

TO GET TWO

It.

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

Traction Park

v- -.

E

aV MM

'1

M. BERGER

Avenue.

FINK LINK OF
C'MvKS
Always

on Hand.

City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron, Seod yonr
Suln Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them
and will deliver thein to you In a nice bos they will not be
cor-r.'ttl-

Back of Postofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 819; Colo- - Red 143.

Imperial Laundry Co.

B

I
ALBUQUERQUE
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THAW BELIEVES IN

JEAChWINSTITUTE

AN "EYE FOR AN EYE"
MOTHER
ALSO)
BUT HARRY'S
THINKS THAT A MOTHER'S;
CAN GO TO THE EX-- j
COVE
TREME TO PREVENT THE CAR-- !
RYING OUT OF THAT OLD TES-- ;
TOMENT LAW FEARS EFFECT,
ACQUITTAL
ON OTHER,
OF

Number of Visitors Present
at Yesterday's Session
to Hear

Papers by the teachers
rof. Clark on Simplified Spelling.
Prof. Miller on History.
Other Papers.

RICH YOUNG MEN.
I

JSpoclal Correspondence.
Piltsburg, ta Auk. 2. "The trou-Lie with the young men nowadays

M nnasall
MEW MEXICO

Twenty-Sixt- h

1

eeems to le that they think they can
do as they please If they have money
and an Influential family. I fear for
the effect It will have upon othere
young men In Pittsburg and
If my !oy should bo acquitted
on the awful charge against him.
"So many think money Is all powerful, and they can violate the law of
society and government at will, believing they are not in the least danger of being made pay the penalty of
Justice.
"Why, some of my
friends have written me that my boy
is in no danger, and that I need not
(worry about the outcome of the trial.
While their intentions to alleviate my
anxiety are all right, I realize the
jnavlty of my boy's offense." He Is
leven now suffering for it, and Oods
knows what more he will suffer."
This Is the substance of a letter received here by a close friend from
(Mrs. Wm. Tnaw, mother
of Harry
Thaw, who Is awaiting trial for the
Slaying of Stanford White in Maalson
Square Garden, New York.
Being a woman of the most religiprinciples
ous
and conscientious
scruples. It has been made evident to
some of her closest friends here that
lor a time she was in a quandary as
to whether she could conscientiously
go to the most extreme endeavor within wealth to save her son from the
punishment the law prescribes for the
taking of human life.
She is known always to have insisted upon the carrying out ot Justice In
every instance, no matter whether it
meant suffering for her dearest

Quite a number

else-mher-

g

MRS. W&. THAW.

friends or even the members of her
family.
Though her friends say she does not
believe in capital punishment, she has
always encouraged the practice of an
"eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth" in so far as the laws demand It.
The question as Co what extent she
would be Justified in going to save her
son hung heavily upon her mind, it

is said, until she conferred several
weeks ago with her pastor. Dr. E. L.
McBwan, pastor of the Third Presby'
terlan church. He, it is said, told her
how far a mother's love could be car
ried for a son. and since then her
friends declare her letters Indicate
that her conscience is entirely at
ease In Joining In whatever steps the
attorneys suggest for saving her son.

WHEN THE BLUE AND GRAY
SANG "HOME, SWEET HOME"
BEAUTIFUL SENTIMENT IN THE
FAVORITE STORY OF GEN. R.
B. BROWN, NEW COMMANDER-IN-CHIE,

,

F

,

OF

G. A. R.

BROWN

WAS SUH A BOY THAT HE HAD
TO GROW WHISKERS BEFORE
HE COULD ENLIST.
a'peclal Correspondence:
Zanesvllle, Ohio, Aug. 29. Ask almost any old soldier in Ohio what Is
the favorite story of Gen. R. B
Brown, the new commander-in-chie- f
of the G. A. R., and he will tell you
that it is the tale of how the blue
and the gray sang "Home, Sweet
Home," on the banks of the Rappahannock.
It is a story of a December night
in '63. Two great armies were en
camped on either shore, waiting for
the dawn, when a life and death
struggle would be begun.' The tens
of thousands of soldiers were weary.
hungry, cold, heartsick and home

sick.

The two camps had quietd down
for the night, when suddenly a con
federate band began to play the stir
ring Btralna of "Dixie." In an In
slant the onfederate army was on
its feet, and the fierce rebel yell
was sweeping up and down the lines
in a roar.
The echoes oi "Dixie
had no
sooner died away than a band In
iilue began to play "Yankee Doodle,
and the army of the north arose and
hurled back the wild cheers ot hate
and defiance.
Then the band in gray played
"Maryland, My Maryland," and the
blue band followed with "Columbia."
Oh, but it was a test of lungs backed
by the grim passions of war.
But one lonely soldier bethought
himself of his old father and mother
up in Ohio, and in a quavering voice
he began to sing "Home, Sweet
Home." Another soldier, Joined, then
companies and whole regiments.
Far across the river the Confedrate
soldiers caught up the theme and In
great waves of melody the notes to
the grandest hymn to home that ever
was written swelled up from the two
armies that in a few Bhort hours
would be reveling in each other's

ERY
MADE
NEAR
MURDERED

every man that it
the hymn that it would need young
Brown had
but the could muBter, and
being mustered in.
difficulty
nn
in
in
drowned
were
bugles
notes of the
At th close of the war
rnvuie
the music of a thousand voices. For
New Concord, O
the time being war was forgotten, Brown returned to service
four years,
hate was dead, and brotherly love He had been in the
young
most
that
life
of
year
the
four
reigned.
CUu
penecung
meir
employ
in
men
wnen
uenerai
The story goes that
to re
h was too sensitivebegan
Brown, then a youth of 16, first vol- nAtlnn
to
schooling, and he
unteered his services, the recruiting sume his carpenter's
trade.
learn the
officer refused to enroll him.
Ha noon became a country corre
"Run along, sonny," said the of- nnnnrlnnt
for the Zanesville Courier.
ficer, "war Is a man's business."
his
Sorelv hurt, young Brown returned In that humble capacity he did
of the
to his home at New Concord, and at work so well that the editor
Rave nrm
once 'began the cultivation of a beard. Courier sent for him andYoung
Brow
he nnaitinn a a renorter.
five anxious months
Thronirh
he be
oiimUeii na until
tint struggling young beard irrnrtimiiv
manager of hi
grow. In August, 1861, the federal nma ortitnr and
holds.
government was beginning to realize paper, a position which he still

FAMILY

BY UNKNOWN

A special dispatch from Roswell,
tlatetf August 27, hays:
What may prove to be oue of the
moKt horrible murder mysteries ever
called to the attention of the local
authorities id now
investigated
by Sheriff Klrby S. Woodruff.
He
hurriedly left the city this morning
lu response to a telegram saying that
ix camp wagon, on the Beat of which
were two dead men. had been discovered on the prairie fifteen miles from
Kenna.
The sertion is Isolated, und, accord
Jng to the information received here,
J. S. Mercham. who made the discov
ery. was to irintiteii.'U that he fled
a11"
wit'
'u
a" invest iga- lK.-i-

.

caskets with him.
A camping outfit, which it is believed is the fa m as that found on
the road, passed through here several
days ago. It consisted of two families, in which there were at least half
The people are
a dozen children.
strangers in this section and arc said
to be immigrants.
The case la Bhrouded in the deepest
mystery. It was at first thought that
they might have been killed by lightning, but the police are not inclined
to accept this theory, as the sky has
been unusually clear for the past few
weeks and no electrical s;ornis re
ported in any section of the county.
was
apparently not
The wagon
damaged, which could not have been
the case, say the police, hud it been
struck by lightning.
Mercham was coming to the city on
horseback, when ho noticed the camp
wul'oh on the side of the road iu a
group of willows, and at ftrst paid no
a
attention iu u uuiu uuuiiy lem-uiuclt.ar (tis-- :
,,olut where tne vlew
U':iil
'Itvtrtui that thfl TllllU'tt U'f'ft.

'"'

mules which bad been pulling
were aUo dead.
the
It :s feared by the officials that
ome woni.n and children were in the:
,.
..r . I,..
a
probaldy maimed and btarvlng.
Mystery About the Affair.
The coroner Impaneled a Jury "nd
lias gone to tbe scene, takiug ivvo
..

i

he Central hleh school building by
the teachers of the city schools.
Superintendent Clark took up me
uestlon of simplified spelling Ht yes
terday's session, discovering that virtually all of the teachers were In sympathy with the movement. He con
tinued bis talk along this line at this
morning's session.
Miss Jessie Mayock. a teacner in
the Minneapolis, Minn., schools, talked
of the practical presentation of cur.
rent news In the primary grades, .vnss
Emma Wbodman continued her papers
on "Drawing. Its Value and Develop
ment," saying. In part:
Drawing is a universal language
that all nations understand. It gives
another means of expression and
awakens the latent talents and energy of the pupil. The Impressions re
ceived through the eye gate are eighty
mes stronger than those received
through the ear gate. Drawing de
velops a keen observation, a skilled
band, accurate and careful work and
broad sympathy with nature. It is
true many artists am developed and
once In a while a genius or inventor,
but this is not the main object in
view. The largest number of our pupils may lead very commonplace lives,
yet, by their art education, the beauty
of even the weeds and other homely
surroundings will be revealed to their
eyes. Henry Turner Bailey says It
is the humble class that need art most
for they have so little to inspire them.
In our school work, If we can give
them a glimpse of the beauty there Is
in a cloud, even, it may transfigure
their clouded lines into a glory.
Someone has said that art Is more
godlike than science: science discov
ers, art creates.
Handicraft is the
out come of drawing. It glve3 ex
pression to the creative ability. It is
pplled art. ilt Is. the beginning of
that manual training by which every
child may be prepared to earn an hon
est living.
"A boy would rather do things than
hear things or even see them, and
work.
naturally loves construction
Much of the drawing leads up to this
and Its practical value should be understood by even the children. Every
lesson must be of some real use, and
given at the right time to use.
"The history of art is one of the
best histories of the world to place
before the child. It Is the record of
highest
and
man's best works
thoughts since the beginning of time,
and unmarred by his crimes and fail
ures, teaches the lasting reward or
every noble endeavor.
"One great need today is that we
should apply the principles of art In
daily living and doing. The artistic
teacher knows how to arrange a room
in harmony with Its purpose. The fitness of things done ail day gives contentment. What homes the children
mlg thhave if they only knew the
beauty there is In a clean, orderly,
sunny room, with a few flowers well
placed In simple jars and a few well
chosen and mounted pictures on the
wall. It is a great privilege to teach
people how to live. Drawing gives to
us the golden opportunity."
Following is the program as ou-- 1
served at today's session of the In

Again and again
blood.
was sung. Taps sounded,

PARTIES.

'

ERRITORIAL FAIR

visitors were

ALBUQUERQUE
September

1

7th to 22nd, 1906.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet ft Chandon's White Seal
Champagne 8take, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Bate Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Race.
Ladles' Half-Mll- e

,,

i1Bm

i.

uas

i

lhe corpSegi turned and came!
at top hpeed to the city.
..
.
L
11 ..... .1... .
"u tou,u
l"c 1J' "
"It BUS .ulal
"
DI "oln
were
tncy
am
mat
'"
ut'y
u,"i'"hL"'
i,larnn' ,la,IUB
'"'t'li dead fur some time. I here was
no one alive in the wagon, according
to Mcrchuui. un.l it is feared the otln-Uierulteis of the party have perished.
Owing to the fact that the place is
a considerable ways off ".
railroad,

BL,,.Ug

r

it Is not expected that the sheriff and
coroner will reach there nerore to
night, and it may be tomorrow betoi
any details can be received.

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

SZl
TAILORING

MERCHANT

DENVER

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

UPSTAIRS,

My

stairs

&

merchant tailoring stiop

Is upover No. 209 West Railroad ave-

"Scenic Line of ttc World"

O. BAMBINI.

.

By the Evidence of Albuquerque Peo

ple.
citizens right
The dall evidence
hern at tinma fill n III V la DTOOf Sufficient
to satisfy the greatest skeptic. No
bttter proof can be had. Here is we
cause. Read It:
Mrs. J. Hall, of 519 South First St.,
saya: "One ot my oaugmers buucicu
from backache for about eight months
or a year. Sometimes it was bo bad
that she waa completely prostrated
for a day or so at a time. I read aboutDoan's Kidney Pills In an AlbuquerQua newBiaier
and inougai iucy
might help my daughter and we went
in a rirnir store for a box. In a re- markably short time the medicine
iook enect ana a uiuo luusn
the backache. We are pleased to re- ninntnun,!

ri.iQn'a

KlrinpV

11

IS.

,
pniprs. Price CO
,i
Co.. Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MUburY., sole nsents for the Lnuca mates
Til A
and
iMlflll B
If(maniln. . "h rt
n

Yl 11

uo

L'

iu

58

intense itching characteristic
of salt rheum and eczema Is Instantly
aliaveil lv a Duly in K Chamberlains
Salve.
As a cure for skin diseases
this salve is uneuualed. For sle uy
ail (!ru;;ists.
Tl.,.

-

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM

nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. AH work guaranteed first,
class, as I bave had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure tbe cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
in order. Give me a trial.
o

Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
No one can reasonably hope for
sood digestion when the bowels are
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
III., says: "I suffered from
chronic constipation and Btomach tre
bles for several years, but, thanks to
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, am almost cured." Why not get
a package of these tablets and get
stitute:
Morning session "School Manage well and stay well" Price 25c. Samment," Superintendent J. E. Clark; ples free. For sale by all druggists.
'History of New Mexico," Principal
a. aimer; ruuercuiosis us no- DO YOU KNOW
lation to Our Schools," Dr. W. O.
Hope; "Rambles Through a Superin- That the day ot pianos being a luxury
tendent's Note Book," Superintendent has passed, and that they are now a
J. E. Clark.
necessity. If you don't know it call
1:30 p. m "Round Table With in at our store, examine our world-famoFifth Grade Teachers," Superintend
line of goods, and you will
ent J. E. Clark.
then understand.
3:30 p. m. "Round Table With
We are sole representatives of dickSixth Grade Teachers," Superintend- ering & Sons, Everett, Kimball and
ent J. E. Clark.
other well known makes.
The program for tomorrow, the
All pianos reduced in price for next
fourth day of the institute, la as
ten days.
THE WtHITSON MUSIC CO.
9 a. m. "Fogylsm," Superintendent
114 South Second Street.
J. E. Clark; "History of New Mexico,
Summer Diarrhoea in Children.
Principal J. A. Miller; "The School
During the hot weatu r of the sum
Lands of Our Territory," Prof. D. M.
Richards, department of history, Uni- mer moutus the first unnatural looseversity of New Mexico; "The Juve- ness of a child's bowels should have
nile Court." Prof. C. E. Hodgln, de Immediate attention, so as to check
partment of pedagogy. University of the disease before it becomes serious.
All that Is necessary is a few doses
New Mexico.
1:30 d. m. "Round Table With Sev- - cf Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
enth and Eighth Grade Teachers,
of castor oil to cleanse the system
Superintendent J. E. Clark.
With Rev. M. O. Stockland, pastor of the
3:3n p. m. "Round Table
High School Teachers," Principal J. first M. 'E. churca, kittle Falls, Minn.,
tVe bave used Chamberlain's
writes:
A. Miller.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER for several years and find it a very
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING valuable remedy, especially for sum
FOR NEXT WINTER. mer disorders In children." Sold by all
TO STOCK
druggists.
W. H. HAHN & CC.

PROVE IT ANYTIME.

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows On the
streets carnival all the time.
80METHlfjQ DOING. ALL THE TIME.

Territorial Fairs lot quarter of a century,
but nothing like this

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with 'all line east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
DINING
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,

PULLMAN

CHAIR CAR8.
On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.
i

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

us

IN A WAGON
KENNA

of

present at yesterday's session of the
eachers' Institute, now being held in

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Santa

Fe Central Railway System ;

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all part
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passenger and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Paclflo rail-

0
K
U
K

way, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
I. B. GRIM3HAW.
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. all r
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
A. b. ORIM8HAW.
J. P. LYNO.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt and Pass. At
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

000Oe00Oe00

O Ot

0C0X3CCCC0CCC

m

Colonist Rates to
California and the

Northwest...

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full information, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
T.

C00CCCCO0COtC0

E. PURDY,

Agent

f;

r

c
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MARKET LETTER

A QUESTION !

This Strong:

Special Correspondence.
Kansa City, Mo., Aug. 27. Cows
1906
Evening, August
had a bad week last week, closing 10
Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable
to 15 cents lower, and stockers and
WITH EVERY VEHK
feeders also suffered a decline of 10
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
CLE WE SELL.
to 20 cen;s, but good killing steers
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
sold steady to 10 cents hlgtnr, dry
Any
part falling fey
lot cattle at hihgest point of the seameans
of defective
well
time
your
as
as
your
life
in
Pacific
Mutual
the
son. The supply was liberal at 62,000
materia! or workman-hi-p
hearf, aUnii right for this season, but
The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy
will be made good
run today 1b light for Monday, 12,000
without expense to th
A $2,000.00 policy provides
'
head, and the demand is sufficient to
owner, Irrespective of
$2,000.00 In case of death.
to make a strong market on all kinds.
STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS
fully protect, you a. to quality. As to prices, you can't teaT
Indications favor smaller cattle runs
$2ii0.00 per year for ten years In case of total disability.
on
this fall than las;, which should bene$10.00 per week when disabled by accident,
is
repair
Our
shop
in
fit the market, as demand is fully up
hands
the
of
skilled
men
Is
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
equipped with?
, and
all necessarv aimllsnrps for rinlnv i). hi
to the standard for the fall months,
Loan
values
commencing
year.
second
"P
"P"!
bolstering, trimming and MlntlnY
RinV..n
with the possible exception of stock-er- s
n rr
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c
vi v 1,
Cash or paid-u- p
Insurance at end of 10, 13, or 20 year
and feeders Just now. This branch
period.
sure to revive soon, but the country
Total cost, age 23, only $46.30.
buyers are holding back a little more
wr rinoi
v""'"-- r
AINU I IJ&RAS AVENUE.
Other amounts In same proportion.
than 'was expected or them. Some
Coliorados
particulars
For
from the mountain districts
address or see
28,
are here today, 1227 pound steers
selling at 14.75, cows in same shipB. SCHWENTKER,
ment at $3.65, $3.15 and $2.50. PanAlbuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
cows
handle
selling
$2.40
are
to
way. Continuing Mr. Grlnmhaw Raid?
at
Room i, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
' lawyers all over
-- .75,
25 to 50 cents above a
Write
Aeoncv
veals
For
the
country
were
AUGUST A BUSY
HALL, Proprietor
suinyin tnis new anti-paslaw and week ago, car loads today at $6.75,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lnmber Cart: IhattlaM
especially those employed as counsel mixed and heavy calves $4.00 to $.1.50,
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iros FroaU fe
by the railroads. The Santa Fe Cen feeders $3.50 to $4.15, stockers $2.85
Buildings.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
$4.iK), bulls $2.00 to $2.50.
AT
tral has compiled with every remit re- - to Sheep
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday
mopmh-- t on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory m mpoolalt
receipts are not up to the rement to date and will continue to do
Holding
Claim.
Small
Imperial Laundry Co.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
so. v e have had posted In consplcu- - quirements of either the demand for
Albsqmers.se, . .
(No. 701.)
ous places In every station on our line killing kinds or for stock and feeding
and breeding stock Is especially Department of the Interior, United
Of Santa Fe 1PaCifiCSOme ;and ln the general offices here two stuff,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
seis or tne local and throiiKh lrelght short. No westerns have been reAugust 25, 1906.
and passenger tariffs with a card over ceived here since Tuesday, with the
Fifty Patients Received
each showing that they are for the exception of eleven doubles of Utah
THE SHORT LINE
Notice is hereby given that the fol
use and inspection of the public. We sheep today, which is arriving late.
or Discharged
FROM
claimant baa filed notice
sent an omciai over the road recently Prices are a little higher than a week lowing-nameGf rural Betiding Supplies
to se mat these triffs were placed ln ago and on a firm basis, but no pro- of his Intention to make final proof
all of the stations and to personally nounced advance from present figures in support of his claim under sections
DURING THE PAST MONTH instruct
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
the various agents regarding is expected. Medium Native spring 16
lambs sold at $7.50 today, prime stuff (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
tne same.
Both Phones
T-o"It is claimed that there Is a dif- would bring $7.75 or better, the last act of February 21. 1S93 (27 Stats.,
Third and MarquctU
List of Patients Received or Dis- ference
of opinion as to the construc- Utah wethers here sold at $5.15, a 470), and that said proof will be made
before
string
court
western
United
yearlings
of
$5.50,
States
the
tion
at
very
law,
Is
of
plain
the
but it
charged as Cured, and
at Albuquerque, N St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
to us and we shall obey it. What we breeding ewes at $5.00 to $5.50. Or- commissioner
6,
on
1906,
October
viz.:
will do is to simply follow its require- ders are neld here for many thous- M.,
Their Injuries.
AND THE NORTHWEST.
Chavez,
E.
administrat
ands of sheep and lambs suitable for Manuel
ments."
eumiuK pleases na in oraer to sell
,7 the country wltn apparently little or of the estate of Antonio Jose
B Tery ,ow pr,ce' bMed on pot cm
Chavez,
prospect
many
for
small
hold
the
deceased,
oelng
of
ever
of
them
SERIOUS
ACCIDENT
now
month
drawing
of August,
The
AT
Packer buyers are unable to ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
ALAMOGORDO SHOPS. filled.
to a close has been an exceptionally
busy one for the surgeon in charge
Carroll Woods, son of W. H. Woods, get near enough for their orders and 11. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
and attaches of the Santa
To
who was operating a drill press at everything Is In favor of sellers at
to prove his actual continuous adverse
hospital, some fifty patients having the Alamogordo shops of the South present.
CHICAGO,
possession
twenty
of
said
for
tract
MINNEAPOLIS,
een admitted or discharged during western had the misfortune to get the
years next preceding the survey of the
ST. PAUL. FORT DODfiF.
the month up to date.
gauntlet of his glove caught in the
STOCK SALES
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
township, viz:
Among the more noteworthy cases cogs and was pulled Into the machinJuan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.;
ROCKFORD.
rntEFORT,
to leave
hospital cured during the ery. He called out and one cf the
The finest train service to the above
Benito Armijo, Valencia, N. M.;
month were the following:
native helpers near, by, with creditSanchez, Peralta, M. M.; Meli-to- points; also to New Orleans, MemC. VU Whitney, Injured In railroad able presence of mind, quickly threw
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 24. Repre
phis, Vicksburg,
Evansvtlle, Ind.;
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
accident at Belen, both legs amputat- the machine out of gear. The act un- sentative sales of Panhandle and New
Any person who desires to protest Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacked, operation by Dr. Cutter entirely doubtedly saved him from a fearful Mexico cattle here this week:
'
-,- .,i.ir
j,
'ifcrt"'"''5'
R. C. Morris, Texico, N. M. xl veal against the allowance of said proof, sonville, Fla., and ell other points ln
successful; patient leaving hospital and instant death. As it was his arm
south
the
and
or
any
southeast.
who
knows
of
rea
substantial
for Los Angeles August 1.
was very badly crushed and his chest calves, 150 lbs.,J $6.00; 268 veal calves. son
Ticket Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
under the laws and regulations of
E. Labato, severely burned on both severely lacerated.
was taken to 197 lbs., $o.25; 241 veal calves. 243
legs. Discharged from hospital as the hospital at once He
Interior department
why such Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
WRITE TO US AT ONCE.
injuries lbs., $4.10: 75 killing steers. 1092 lhs.. the
his
and
proof should not be allowed will be
JAMES CULTON,
cured August 10.
dressed. It is thought by the sur- $3.55; 43 stock heifers, 530 lbs., $2.30. given
O. Sadaharim, a Japanese, typhoid geon
an
Commercial
Agt
opportunity at the
John C. Knorpp, Clarendon. Texas.
KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqng
that his arm mayjje saved but
fever; left hospital AugiiBt 27.
time and place to
142 killing steers. 1038 lbs., $3.35;
he will never have full use of it.
E. Holt, fracture of uones in right
PIONEER
tho
witnesses of said claimant,
BAKERY
163 killing steers, 1048 Ids., $3.37;
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
foot. Discharged August 23.
The Las Vegas Optic says: Arthur
C. H. Harris,
Groom,
Texas. 26 and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
(Successor
that
hospital
Others treated at the
submitted bv claimant.
to Balling Bros.)
this Sweet, assistant to Vice President cows, 909 lbs., $2.45.
WE FILL
month were M. Alvado, rheumatism; Arthur Mudge of the Rock Island, arMANUEL . OTERO,
P. L. Hutchinson, Hereford, Texas.
WEDDING
A
K. Muskalml, Japanese,
CAKES
RIGHT
SPECIALTY.
on
PRESCRIPTIONS
burns
rived in the city yesterday to meet
Register.
11 cows, 840 lbs., $2.75; 34 calves,
shoulders; Abel Leulte, burns; E. F. Mr. Mudge here nnd attend to some 222 lbs., $4.15; 5 calves, 184 lbs., $600.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEWe desire patronage and we guarMrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
Ferrow, contused wound of left elbow; matters connected with the manageS. W. Callahan. Claude, Texas. 36
At Consistent
antee
first
clans
hnktnr.
209
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
W, L. Lowe, wounded knee; F.
preWest
Is
Railroad
avenue.
ment of the road. Mr. Mudge arrived cows, 828 lbs.. $2.60; 35 cows, 729 lbs.,
pared to give thorough scalp treat- 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
snrained wrist: .1. Fennor. in
COMMERCE.
Prices
Vegas this morning In his pri- $2.25; 14 calves. 172 lbs., $5.50.
sprained back; Louis Canipana. cook vate car from his camp on the Pecos,
Hundley & Ixick, Rowe, Texas. 18 ment, do hair dressing, tre- -t corns,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
at Alvarado, fracture of bones in an where he has been angling for speck- cows, 724 lbs.. $2.40; 1 bull. 1290 lbs., bunions and Ingrowing nails. 8 he
gives massage treatment and manicurkle, received as result of jumping out led beautie3 and adding a sunburned $2.40; 15 calves. 222 lbs., $5.50.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSof second story winuow of hotel dur Hue to his cheerful countenance. Both
J. Reynolds, Canyon Citj, Texas.
FER STABLES.
ing fire.
Mr. Mudge and Mr. Sweet are old 21 calves, 181 lbs., $5.00; 61 calves, of complexion cream builds up the Horses
and Mules Bought and Ex- - PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
skin and Improves the complexion,
E. J. Hanenstein, a hreman, burned Santa Fe men who won their spurs in 236 lbs., $4.00.
cnanged.
over one-hal- f
Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
BRUSHES.
of bis body, as result of
C. Jenkins, Canyon City, Texas. 65 and
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
a uoiier explosion, who was tnought railroading on the Las Vegas division. stockers,
She also prepares a hair tonic that BEST TURNOUTS IN THK5 ftlTT
up
556 lbs.. $3.25; 37 stockers,
cures end prevents dandruff and hair Second Street, between Railroad and DuBters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc Pal
to have been so seriously injured as to Alfred Lovell, superintendent, of 404 lbs., $3..0; 12
623
heifers,
lbs.,
Copper Avenue.
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
make recovery Impossible, Is nearly motive power on the Santa Fe, was in $2.50.
208 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
removes moles, warts and superfluous
ready to be discharged, after having the city yesterday accompanied by his
J. O. Watson. Claude, Texas. 41 hair. Also
made a complete recovery.
a face powder, a freckle
THIRD STREET
Pelts.
family. They arrived from the west cows,
801
1
os..
$2.55;
1320
lbs.,
bull.
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
Several improvements
408 WEST
have been in the morning and visited the St.
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
$2.55.
All of these preparations are pureiy
made at the hospital recently, in
dance of the Isleta Indians
&
Johnson
Crowe,
Panhandle. Tex. vegetable compounds. Have Just adequipment and the institution is in the during the day, leaving for the east in
7.
96 cows, 829 lbs., $2.55; 5 calves,
best of conation and preparation for the evening.' Mr. Lovell Is returning
ded a vibrator machine for treatment All Kinds of Fresh and 8a It Meats.
156
lbs.,
64
$0.00;
177
calves,
lbs., of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
the active season looked for this fall to Chicago from an official trip over
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- ESteam Sausage' Factory.
with Raaoe & Mauger.
$3.25; 43 calves, 2j .js., $4.10.
and winter.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the coast lines.
J. Witherspoon, Cues, Texas. 16 and massage
EMIL KLEINWORT.
E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Room
Office, 115 North First 8t
WILL PLANT TREES
Former master mechanic, E. D. An- cows, 885 lhs., $2.60; 4 cows, 712 lbs.,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
In Self Defense
FOR GROWING TIES drews, was at Dalhart for tne purpose $2.55; 1 bull, 1020 lbs., r2.25.
E. BrooKs, Canyon City, Texas. 1 Major Hamm, editor and manager of
The work of planting trees on tne of moving his family to Little Rock, killing
&
neifer, 600 lb., $3.50; 12 stock the Constitutionalist, Emminence, Ky.,
Dieguito ranch in California will be Ark. The other night the employes
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATJfc
THE CELEBRATED
begun by the Atchison, Topeka & of the round house, after the proper heifers, 670 lbs., $2.15; 3 calves, 163 when he was fiercely attacked, four
LOANS.
years ago, by piles, bought a box of
$6.00; 7 calves, $2.68 lbs., $3.75.
Santa Fe railway ati once. It is plan- ceremony presented Mr. Andrews with lbs.,
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
J. L. Bevins, Amarlllo, Texas. 66 Bucklen'a Arnica Salve, of wttch be
ned to plant several hundred acres an Elks' charm, as a token of their
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
says: "it cured me in ten dfcs and
calves, 211 lbs., $4.60.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
on this ranch, which was recently esteem.
a
P. B. Fuqua, Amarlllo, Texas. 12 no trouble since. Quickest healer of
line and gas stoves repaired.
purchased, this fall and winter.
AO i
i
J. T. Mahoney, agent for the South- calves,
Ids $5.25; 61 calves; 219 burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c
This part of the project will be unNext to Walton's drug store. Sout Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
at all druggists.
Pacific at lxirdsourg, and family lbs., $4.25.
der the direction of F. S. Hosp, who ern
Third street.
Some sales of sheep and lambs:
Grain and Fuel.
has charge of all the Santa Fe's work left for their old home at Toledo,
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors-Monday, August 20.
of this sort ln southern California, be- Ohio, for a vacation. During his abBREAD
no
and
take
other.
sence R. B. Ownby will have chared
and Cigars, place your orders Cos?
ing a gardener and Iwtantst of note.
Campliell & Francis, Flagstaff, Ariz.
this line with us.
The matter of raising their own tie of the station business.
iiB2 lainiis,
ins. $7. W).
Bottled In Bond.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
0. W. Strong's Sons
timler has been studied by Santa Fe General Manager A. G. Wells of the
Comer & Cox Idaho., 879 feeding!
omciais tor some time, in common feanta Fe coast lines, arrived In the yearlings, 75 us., $5.50; 76 lambs 041
and CURE thk LUNC8
with railroad officials all over the city this morning on a trip
$7.25; i31 ewes, 96 lbs., $4.65.
STRONG BLOCK.
of inspec- lbs.,
country. The scarcity of tie timber tion of
riRE
J.
TheGeo.T.
S.
Peery,
995
Ogden,
Utah.
lines
the
under
hts Jurisdiction. lambs,
INSURANCE.
Is becoming greater every year and Mr. Wells will
WITH
66 lbs., $7.25.
probably
west
return
Secretary
Distillers.
Building aasoets
Mutual
officials are now casting about in for- tomorrow on a special train.
Tuesday, August 21.
tlon. Office at 217 West Ralk
eign countries for ties in Immense
FRANKFORT, KY.
Campbell & Francis, Flagstaff, Ariz.;
avenue.
quantities.
J. R. Koontz. general freight agent
1444 .amlis, 70 lbs., $7.60.
The conclusion has been reacned by for the Santa Fe, continued west last
Ab.
Smith,
He!er, Utah. 2338
many railroad men that a step must night after spending a couple of days lambs, 68 lbs., $7.55.
M. DRAG01E
0NSUMPTI0N
Pries
MELINI & EAKIN
Superintendents
be taken toward the growing of tie with local shippers.
Falrvlew
and
Lindsay, Heber, Utah. 1689 lambs,
OUGHSani
SOcMI.OO
Dealer In
timler in this country on a systematic
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Sole Agents.
65 lbs., $7.45.
0L0S
Fret Trial.
'
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The mother and sister of Chief
and extensive scale. The Santa Fe
Ingersoll & G., Heber, Utah. 1801
Albuquerque, N. M.
Clerk Harvey Moore left this morning wethers, 104 lbs.,
MONUMENTS
Quickest
officials are the first to act.
for
Surest
Cur
and
all
Groceries,
Cigars
and Tobacco, aa
$5.15.
Automatic Phone, 199.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBFor some weeks E. O. Faulkner, ror their home at. Newton, Kas. after No westerns included
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
in receipts
N. Second it, Bota Phones.
manager or the tie and timber de- a pleasant visit in the city.
or
MONEY
BACK.
LES,
200
Broadway,
North
corner of Wa
since iiiesuay, all natives.
II
III
partment of the Santa Fe system, has
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.
been on the coast looking for land on
which to make the start. With his
family he ha:, been ostensibly taking
a summer outing at Long Reach, nut
in fact, while members of his family
were enjoying themselves he was
looking for land. On the advice of
those familiar with conditions on the
I
.
HU
i
coast, the San Dieguito ranch was determined iiHn, it being admirably
adapted for tne purpose, the San
Diego river running through the tracf,
which, in its entirety is well watered'
Mr. Faulkner has been making experiments as to the kind of timber
BILLN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-- 1
Railroad Metropolis of
Mexico
that will be adapted for ties, timber
US. If. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
that can be grown in this section of
Cut-ofLocated
on Belen
of
Fe
aUn OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
f
the country, and has found that four
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
laST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS
variitles of gums are superior to all
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
Among these are the sugar
others.
FRANCISCO,
gum and the lemon scented gum. All
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
four varieties will be planted. Several hundred acres will be planted
PASO AND TEXAS.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
each year and it is estimated that in
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
from 15 to 20 years every tree will
OF
THE
CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
produce a dozen or more ties, beside
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
other wood. It Is probable that other
WITH BEAUTIFUL UKK AND PUBLIC PARK
tracts will be secured later for the
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
furtherance of the plan to grow tie
PUBLIC
AND
HOTEL
A GOOD,
timlK r on an extensive scale.
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
m
m
m
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.5"0
EVEN THE SANTA FE
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESCENTRAL STOPS PASSES
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IXW AND
Mnx. CAPACITY ISO BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
And Will Observe the New Law
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
Strictly, Says Official of the
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
Road.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
WGCL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
"Tho Santa Fe Central railway Infit CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
tends following the law to the It Iter
U A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
from now on. Positively no pauses
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
TUB HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT PE ESTIMATED.
will he given except thoe specified in
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
the aet to regulate commerce revised
to June 30. 19m;, and effective on
!
9.
August ZH. lo6. J js my understandJOHN BECKER, Pres.
w SOaOSJ
WM. BERGER. Sec'y.
ing that the passes already issued
may be used until the date if their expiration."
The foregoing statement was made an
by 8. U. (Jrinibliaw, assistant general
y,'i
manager of the Santa Fe Central rail- -
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Benefit of Highland Methodist Church
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Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
1006
Tuesday, August
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Meat Market

W. E.
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WOOL
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L. H, SHOEMAKER

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
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The Belen Town and Improvement
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clal given by the ladles of the Oer-nia- n
THE MAZE
15c
Lutheran church at the Albers Gold paint
Be
home, and at the same to enjoy a re- 2 high grade lead pencils
Othef, things top (
freshing car ride. The social retted a Whisk brooms
10c to 20c
$1..15 to I4.D0
neat sum. which will be applied to a Bed comforts
for the boys
$3.00 to $12.00
fund being raised to buy a pulpit for All wool blankets
40c to $5.00
Iace curtains
the new Lutheran church.
Got our prices on school books.
The ladles of the guild of the St.
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
4r,c
John's Knlseoiial rlinrch will give a Wizard Oil
45c
Syrup of Figs
Tuesday
evening
at
church
next
social
Far tonight and Thursday; w
30c
8 o'clock at the resilience of Mrs. 11. S. Castorla
er In north portion tonight.
oc
Rodey. Friends of the church are Horllck's Malted Milk
30c
Garfield tea
cordially Invited to attend.
THE MAZE
M. A. Dlgn'-o- ,
the well known stone
I.unas,
Hon. Jacoho Chaves, of
Wm. Kleke, Propr.
mason, who is confined to Ills home.
was an Albuquerque visitor yester
suffering with a severe attack of rheu
Our ROUGH DRY work don't havei
day.
is reported worse today. He to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
Dr. C. F. Bass, of Knoxtllle, Tenn., matism,
Is unable to stand or lie down and as co.
We want your trade and offer you good reliable footIs in the city with the Intention of
a result Is compelled to remain seat
CASH
ed In an armchnlr most of the time.
on sale this week
wear. The kind that will stand the hard use that it
J. C. Flournoy and family have re
For grain sacks, ail sizes. Our wagto
the
Joseph
Mrs.
Barnett
returned
looking
good
and
fit
neat
A
to.
602
put
is sure to be
lumed to the city from a pleasure trip city laBt night from a pleasure trip on will call for them. E. W. Fee,
to southern California.
to Iajs Aneeles. Seattle and Butte South First street. Both phones.
styles. Lowest prices consistent with these qualities.
Mrs. H. E. Sherman has taken a po City, Mont. She left Mr. Barnett at
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Put your boy in a
THNE
sition as saleslady at the dry goods the latter place, where racing Is In BREAD
Your money back if you are not satisfied.
and take no other.
store of L, B. Stern.
progress.
He Is expected home by
pair of our wear deAttorneys VV. B. Chlldcrs, A. B.
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL
the middle of September, in time for
SUMMER
NEXT WINTER.
FOR
and H. B. Ferguson are at the fair.
shipped
from
Just
fying DouglasSchool
Santa Fe, attending supreme court.
A postal card received here lawt PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG
UST ONL. W. H. HAHN & CO.
New York in time for
Dr. W. E. Garrison, principal of the night gives the condition of J. C.
Shoes, and watch
high school In Santa Fe, who was here
who is 111 with typhoid fever
DRY.
ROUGH
right.
do
We
it
school
opening.
calf
Kangaroo
box
jt.j
calf,
nt
Capital
Sunday, has returned to the
thera wear worth
In Denver, as being nothing of a seri
Vici kid, box calf or pat-eImperial Laundry Co.
city.
ous nature. He Is at the St. Anthony
Every
kind
style
and
strong
kid uppers, light, medcolt
skin
uppers,
or
$3.00 but sell at
I
have Just returned from my
Will Metzger will leave tonight for hospital, Is receiving the best of care
a trip along the Santa Fe cut-of- f,
and and will le able to return home In vacation and will be In my office In
immaginable.
ium or heavy soles.
soles, full length vamps.
will be absent several weeks. He will about fifteen dayB.
the Barnett Building. C. H. Conner,
return before fair week.
H. B. Atkinson, a sheep Inspector M. D., D. O. Specialty Osteopathy.
5 TO 8 85c TO $1.50.
Zyz TO 12 $1.00 TO $1.75
Daniel Morelll and son Toney. who from the eastern parr of the territory
8'a TO 11 $1.00 TO $1.85
spent
the past three months visiting who Is in the city on official business, THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
13 TO 2 $1.15 V0 $2.25
11', TO 2 $1.25 TO $2.25
the principal cities of Ita.y, will reach says that a great deal of interest is
BAM BROOK BROB., Prop.
being displayed by the sheep men of
2', TO 5a $1.40 TO $2.50
2'2 TO 6 $1.75 TO $2.50
home tonight on No. 7.
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
coming
in
Mexico
the
New
eastern
C. A. Wright, of the Alvarado curio
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
riwirrrfiiniiBrirrrrir
rooms, anticipates leaving this even sheep growers' convention, and thai The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
TTnnrm
many
attending.
Intend
of
them
ing on a pleasure trip to the coast,
at special rates on Week days.
David Weinmann, of the Economist
accompanied by Mrs. Wright.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
No. 112 John St.
dry goods store, who was back east Auto Phone 604.
L. B. Sylvester, a prominent sheep purchasing fall and winter stocks of
. thn citv on the
,,
When purcnssed at F. F. Trotter's feeder of Monte Vista, Colo., Is in tne
rp,1IrnHll
buying sheep Hmlted today. He reports the other
at the
grocery store, are sure to bring the city for the purpose offeeding.
and lambs for winter
Albiinnernuo merchants who wei-- in Champion Grocery and Meat Market
right fl&TDr to 11 dishes Into which
Paul A. F. Walters, postmaster of New York also on a purchasing tour
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Dithey enter. This is because we al- Santa Fe and associate editor of the about ready to return to the city.
rect from Italy.
Dr. Tyroler, assistant surgeon and
ways procure the best manufactured. Santa Fe New Mexican, is in the city
conferring with local politicians.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
physician at the Santa Fe hospital,
We find out first what brands are re
Remember, we handle the best
William T. Relsing Is the plaintiff Los Angeles, Is in the city and will
liable and personally guarantee them. in a divorce suit filed In the Second take back with him to Los Angeles his meats and a full line of choice groand
Mrs. F. E. brother, who has been here for some ceries.
district court yesterday.
&
MATTEUCCI.
LOMMORI
poor
They
Is
time, and who
health.
in
Relsing Is named as the defendant.
Manager W. H. L. Adams of the Al- will probably go west this evening.
of Nathan
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLD
varado, accompanied by his family, re Dr. Tyroler is a
turned home this morning from a Barth. D. K. B. Sellers,
AND EXCHAN6ED
Col.
the successful
pleasure trip to southern California.
Offlet
Auoelmtlon
Not, 118 and 120 South 8cond street
, ' ,h nQaf
Mrs. J. W. Joyner and children left .
Transactions
Up-to-Da- te
this morning for their home at Gaines weeks, disposing of property belong
Cuarantaad
ville, Texas, after a pleasant visit at tng to the late F. A. Kaynolds, a
the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Brown brother of Joshua S. Raynolds, of this ROSENFIELD'S, 1 18 W. R.R. Ave Naxt Door First National Bank
203 Wast Cold Avanoa
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Charles Melinl, of the Consolidated city, is expected home within two
Liquor company, has been heard from weeks.
He is enjoying, himself on the Pacific
The chairs and tables ordered for
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
coast, and Is taking baths regularly the boys' dormitory of the university,
In
In the ocean.
In
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOS&
from
the Superior
Lumber
company
Planing
Mill
in
are
A large number of Albuquerque peo
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RINO US UP AND WE WILL CALL I
ple attended the St. Augustine dance course of manufacture.
The style ol
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
of the Isleta Indians, vhtch began on the furniture was designed by Dr
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERT NIGHT. ON WOnK FROM OUT
Monday evening and stopped last ev Tight, of the university, and is very
us.
OF TOWN, we PAT EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf.
unique. The chairs are very much
ening at sundown.
The First National bank of this city like the Richardson style of chairs.
Dr. A. P. Morrison, superintendent
has brought suit to recover on a note
Hickox-Maynar- d
for 1600 held by it and signed by W of English missions of the Methodist
F. Kuchenbecker. T. N. Hlnch ana church In New Mexico, is in the city,
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
and will preach at the Lead avenue
Peter Ketchen of Gallup.
Methodist church Sunday morning
Pain,
Miss
Mrs.
D.
H.
and
Pain
8ECOND
80UTH
8TREET.
ARCH
THE
FRONT.
next, and in the evening Rev. Rollins
mother and siBter of Mrs. Mnx Frost, will preach
to
labor unions of the
after a pleasant visit of three months city, the latterthe
having accepted Rev.
in Santa Fe, have returned to their Rollins' invitation to
attend services
home in Kansas City, Mo.
Sunday night.
The Albuquerque wool scouring
John b. Beaven, the well known coal
mills are doing an immense business dealer, returned to Albuquerque this
these days. They are Just finishing morning, together with his family,
AUtOMATIC RHONE 346
COLORADO RHONE 74
up scouring about 95,000 pounds of from the California
coast resorts,
of
O.
H.
wool
belonging
Buisum.
to
where
thev
have
eniovlne
been
the
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
Socorro.
sea breezes durine the summer
District Attorney Clancy, accom- - months. Both Mr. and Mrs. Beaven
panled by Mrs. Clancy, was a passen- - I returned looking hale and hearty, al
We guarantee quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and
ger for Santa Fe yesterday, and they though somewhat tanned, as did the
Mr. otner members of the alderman s fam
will remain there a few days.
u
Clancy has some important cases be- - Hy.
vuuvi; uivj giT oauoinviivii
W. B. Walton, editor of the Silver
fore the supreme court.
Engineers Maloney and Sheuard "y Independent, who was here con
have been reinstated in the service suiting wltn Col. W. fc. Hopewell
HARDWARE.
again after having spent several weeks chairman of the democratic territorial
on the shelf, the result of wrecks, central committee, on statehood pol
HARNESS
Engineer ohepard is very 111 at the tics, returned to Silver City last night
It is understood a secret conferences
Santa Fe hospital.
etween tnese two giants of the demo- SADDLES
The open air social by the Christian
"auc Pa"y w,a8 nfc'l n tue arternoon
church, which was anonunced for Frl- - ot
yesterday, but when seen after the
CHINA
day evening, has been withdrawn be.
cause of the social by the Young meeting neither was- - willing to give
Pontile'. Cltv union at the Presbyter- - uul UBl ""s'ness tney nau transacts,!
GLASSWARE
except to say that II was statehood.
Ian church the same evening
K
Tnhn Miilnhan ( (i vt m . ft ..i ' , . ,luv.
.
M
it.-- .
n
"
l,Anm
n
jjiCB.
PLUMBING
rrwiui, iu wen u"u dpmni.rHi ,tt..l,.i
n .w u VUUIIIIIUI. i,.,t
utu
Santa Fe foreman, has returned from he was not consulted until after the
a jaunt extending over twe' months Wa,ton.Hopewell combine had
through the northwest country. Mr. ferred together.
Proctor says that it Is very dry up In
Oregon and Washington.
A Correction.
Student of archaeology announces
Mrs. W. W. McDonald, who visited
her daughter. Mrs. Kufus Goodrich, In triumphantly that 4241 B. C. is the
Los Aaeeles. the oast few weeks, has oldest nxed date
Tut, tut!
returned to he city. It Is understood
The oldest one Is the one the ser
Mr. and Mrs. Goodrich will visit Al
pent fixed with Eve.
buquerque during fair week.
una
GO.
There will be a special meeting of
It Is poor business pfeltcy to sell
all the different labor organisations cheap, shoddy school shoes.
We
and everybody interested In a Labor therefore do not handle this kind, but
j
Fcarth and Railroad Avenue
day celebration and parade are re make it a point to sell only solid, re
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers,
and Harto meet at Central Labor hall name iootwear. vve stand back ot
HI, ......I.U
--,
. quested
8
Thursday evening at o'clock.
and guarantee every pair that goes
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Presses.
W .T. Crunincer. who was a car- - out of our store to cive satisfaction.
nenter in Albuauerque about eleven prices are the lowest consistent with
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
years, since wnicn time ne nas vis goftt quality. We shall be pleased to
THE
ited many sections of the southwest, have you call and examine our stock.
returned this morning, accompanied C. May's Shoe Store. 314 West Rail
by Mrs. Grunlnger, and they will re road avenue.
North First Street
South First Sireet
115,
side in this city in tne iitture.
RAILROAD AVE.
A large number of city folk took IS ATTENTION OF DOVE HUNTERS
CALLED TO THE FACT THAT
round trip
advantage of the one-faMclNTOSH HARWARDE COM- Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks. Silverware, We invite
service put on by the Albuquerque THE
PANV HAS JUST RECEIVED 25.000
Traction company last night to go to LOADED
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
SHELLS,
SIZE
ALL
old town to attend the Ice cream so- -

'MMIILM

LOCAL AND

30 Dozen

PERSONAL

Boys9

School

School! Shoes S

H

1906,

for School

Fine Suits
Fine Shoes

$1,00

50c

Boys Shoes

Girls Shoes

e,

I

m

2. SO

30 cts.

per pair

each

JUST RECEIVED

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamelware

AT SPLCIAL PRICES

Speelman

son-in-la- w

F. F. TROTTER

R.R.

aoP,

gf you are

Zearing

Furniture Dealers

need of anything

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

trt

The

&

Co.

mm

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

115 NORTH FIRST STREET

GO,

I

I

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

1

r.,i..

I
I

11

TINN1N3

ALBUQUERQUE

1

HARDWARE

Rakes
Mead Hay

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

U3,

401, 403

M

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

re

SHOTS.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DURING THE MORNING HOURS
HALF RATE WILL BE GIVEN TO
LADIES ONLY AT THE BOWLING
ALLEYS, 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
A

4

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
.APPLE"
ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER.

Successors to E. J. POST

SOUTH WALTER STREET.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
His mastery of the organ Is com
l!ete, and his work upon that magnifi
cent Instrument is as wonderful as It
Is enjoyable.
1ulsvllle Times. Re
ferring to Dr. Minor C. Baldwin, who
will be heard
at the Presbyterian
chinch Thursday, September C.

FEDORA, for Autumn. This is the
most nobby hat on the market. Price

it

STETSON DERBY
YOUNG'S DERBY

3 E. L. WASHBURN CO.
RAH AGON TROU37R8

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

MclNTOSH
HARDWARE
COMPANY IS NOW PREPARED TO
FURNISH HUNTERS WITH LOADED SHELLS. ALL SIZE SHOTS.

4
123!

WALKOVER SHOES

DON'T BLAME THE COAL MAN
IF YOU HAVE TO SHIVER NEXT
STOCK
YOUR
WINTER.
COAL
NOW. W. H. HAHN & CO.

HUNTERS CAN NOW SECURE
LOADED SHELLS AT THE MclNHARDWARE
COMPANY.
TOSH
TWENTY-FIVTHOUSAND.
ALL
SIZE SHOTS, JUST RECEIVED.

Second
4--

KREAf

'

4
M

M

See Display

M
M

in
OurWindow

M

H

4

c6croeocooooooo
215 West Rallroaa Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

f

M
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THE

S4.00
3.00

4

H
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We are displaying the SPECIAL DERBY and

& COMFANY

H

NEW MEXICO

